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Editor's Note
The first two articles in this issue of Tandem
Systems Review reflect topics of high priority for
business applications: high performance, fault
tolerance, and high availability. "The NonStop
Himalaya KI 0000 Interprocessor Bus" describes
enhancements made to the high-speed interprocessor bus subsystem of the newest and most
powerful Tandem system, the NonStop
Himalaya KlO000 server. The enhancements
support the KlO000 RISC processor's increased
performance capabilities. The latter part of the
article presents a detailed technical discussion
of the K 10000 IPB architecture.
Next, "Client/Server Availability" is a study
of availability in today's complex client/server
environment. This two-part article begins by
presenting a predictive model for evaluating
client/server availability and applies it to a representative client/server environment. The second
part of the article discusses a number of ways to
increase client/server availability.
The third article, "Automating Call Centers
With CAM," describes the Tandem Call Applications Manager, software that links applications
on Tandem NonStop systems with telephone
switches to provide computer-telephone integration. The article discusses basic functions and
benefits of CAM, how CAM works in an automated call center, and architectural considerations for developers who are building call center
applications with CAM.
Finally, we encourage you to fill out and return
the Reader Survey found at the end of this issue.
We are very interested in responding to your
technical information needs.
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and CO systems. The system cabinet
can store up to 9 disk or tape devices.
In addition, these systems can support
two mass storage cabinets with up to
21 devices per cabinet.

I I egrity Sy
Integrity FT CM-1475 and
C0-1475 Systems
February 1994
The new CM-1475 and CO-1475 systems, based on the MIPS® R4400™,
150MHz processor. are high-end
Integrity FT systems for fault-tolerant
computing. These systems provide
more than 30 percent improvement in
price/performance over comparable
configurations of the older CM-1450
and CO-1450 systems.
The base configurations of both
1475 models include a MIPS R4400,
150MHz processor, 64 megabytes of
local memory, and 16 megabytes of
global memory. Maximum local memory on the 1475 systems is 128 megabytes and maximum total memory
(local plus global) is 192 megabytes.
These base configurations do not
include disks, tapes, or SCSI device
controllers. The new packaging
scheme allows users flexibility in
choosing media and system options.
The CO-1475 model incorporates
specialized features to support
telecommunications central office
applications. These features include
compliance with the stringent safety,
fire resistance, earthquake resistance,
temperature, power, and grounding
standards required in telco central
offices.
The CM-1475 and CO-1475 models
use the same system cabinets and
mass storage cabinets as previous CM

Integrity FT CM-1455 and
C0-1455 Systems
February 1994
The new CM-1455 and CO-1455 systems, based on the MIPS R4000®,
75MHz processor, are midrange
Integrity FT systems for fault-tolerant
computing. These systems provide
improved price/performance over
comparable configurations of the older
CM-1450 and CO-1450 systems.
The base configurations of both
1455 models include a MIPS R4000,
75MHz processor, 64 megabytes of
local memory, and 16 megabytes of
global memory. Maximum local memory on the 1455 systems is 128 megabytes and maximum total memory
(local plus global) is 192 megabytes.
These base configurations do not include disks, tapes, or SCSI device controllers. The new packaging scheme
allows users flexibility in choosing
media and system options.
The CO-1455 model incorporates
specialized features to support
telecommunications central office
applications. These features include
compliance with the stringent safety,
fire resistance, earthquake resistance,
temperature, power, and grounding
standards required in telco central
offices.
The CM-1455 and CO-1455 models
use the same system cabinets and
mass storage cabinets as previous CM
and CO systems. The system cabinet
can store up to 9 disk or tape devices.
In addition, these systems can support
two mass storage cabinets with up to
21 devices per cabinet.

The Product Update department provides brief descriptions of new products announced by Ta~dem.
For more information on any cd these products, please consult your local Tandem representative.
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Integrity FT CM-1300E System
February 1994
The new CM- 1300E system, based on
the MIPS R3000®, 25MHz processor,
is an entry-level Integrity FT system.
It offers users the benefits of the
Integrity FT architecture and the
flexibility for a cost-effective future
upgrade to a CM-1455 or CM-1475
system.
The base configuration of the
CM- l 300E system includes a MIPS
R3000, 25MHz processor, 16 or
32 megabytes of local memory, and
16 or 32 megabytes of global memory.
Maximum total memory (local plus
global) is 64 megabytes. The base configuration does not include disks, tapes,
or SCSI device controllers. This packaging scheme allows users flexibility
in choosing media and system options.

Integrity NR/4401 Server
January 1994
The Integrity NR/4401 is a new lowend network resource server that
offers a cost-effective upgrade path
from the existing NR/400 I server.
The NR/4401 provides a 28-percent
price/performance improvement and
a 56-percent absolute performance
improvement over the NR/4001.
The new server uses a MIPS R4400
RISC processor running at 150MHz. It
has a memory capacity of 384 megabytes and an internal disk capacity of
3 gigabytes. Other standard features
are the same as for the NR/4001
server.

APRIL

Client/Server
,
Computin Products
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Tandem Workflow Image
System 3.1
November 1993
Tandem Workflow Image System 3.1
is an enhanced version of the previously announced Tandem Workflow
Management product. It incorporates
all of the basic features of the earlier
version and includes a number of
enhancements such as ViewStar version 3.1 software, an expanded compatible-hardware base, and the availability of related Tandem Education
courses and Professional Services.
Version 3.1 of ViewStar software
offers client/server tools and capabilities that improve the reliability and
performance of complex, distributed,
high-volume business applications. It
also makes the development and
deployment of workflow applications
faster and easier. The compatiblehardware base of Tandem Workflow
Image System 3.1 has been extended
to include a number of powerful
database servers, such as the Tandem
NonStop Himalaya servers and
Tandem Integrity NR servers, as well
as additional workstations and peripheral devices.
The Tandem training courses and
Professional Services related to this
product are aimed at helping users
plan, design, and implement appropriate, cost-effective document management and workflow automation
systems using the ViewStar software
and Tandem products.
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Windows NT
January 1994
Tandem now offers Windows NT on
its PSX and NDX platforms. Windows
NT is a full 32-bit, preemptive multitasking operating system. Its fast,
32-bit drivers directly manipulate disk
hardware, which results in better system performance and more consistent
throughput. This performance gain is
especially apparent in client/server
or other environments where heavy
client processing loads are the norm.
Windows NT also protects users' current software investments by providing backward compatibility for applications running on MS-DOS and
Windows operating systems.

Windows NT Advanced Server
January 1994
Windows NT Advanced Server is a
networking version of Windows NT
for users implementing client/server
applications such as database servers,
messaging servers, or communications gateways on different networks.
This networking version builds on
the Windows NT operating system,
adding centralized network management and security functions, as well
as connectivity to remote clients. The
Windows NT Advanced Server is a
complete file and print server, and
excels as a platform for building
the server portion of client/server
applications.
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Communic tions and
Networking Products
Nonstop Access for Networking
December 1993
NonStop Access for Networking is a
collection of network components that
provides the automatic switching of
Ethernet paths from a primary LAN to
a secondary LAN in 10B ase-T networks.
The components are a 10Base-T version
of the 3615 Ethernet controller and a
Gemini dual-path network interface
card (NIC).
To eliminate a single point of failure for the LAN attachment to Tandem
servers, a minimum of two 3615 controllers are required. Tandem LAN
Access Method (TLAM) software
manages and controls both 3615 controllers. The Gemini NIC provides
dual paths from each LAN-attached
PC to the dual networking hubs. The
Gemini NDIS software driver senses
both paths and automatically switches
from the active path to the backup
path in the event of a failure.
These components work in conjunction with existing Ungermann-Bass
10Base-T local area networking products. To take advantage of Nonstop
Access for Networking, two
Ungermann-Bass networking hubs
are redundantly internetworked to
provide primary and backup l0Base-T
Ethernet paths to the 3615 controllers.
Standard Ungermann-Bass dual
Ethernet backbone LANs provide
backup paths between the hubs.

Access/Stax Networking Hub
October 1993
Access/Stax Networking Hub is a
stackable, segmentable networking
hub that provides for a port density
greater than that of any other stackable
solution on the market today. Up to
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five Access/Stax hubs can be stacked
to accommodate departmental growth
to a maximum of 120 ports. In addition, the new I 0Base-T hub supports
up to 3 l0Mbps Ethernet segments in
a single 24-port hub, or up to 15 segments in a stack of five hubs. These
hubs can be either unmanaged or managed through consoles supporting
Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) or Hub Management Interface
(HMI).

New Token-Ring Adapter
October 1993
The new token-ring adapter now
available from Tandem provides full
4Mbps or 16Mbps support for IBM
and non-IBM token-ring networks.
The new adapter is fully software configurable for ease of use and troublefree installation. It features a complete
software diagnostic package and is
designed to automatically select either
unshielded twisted pair (UTP) or
shielded twisted pair (STP) wiring
to provide full flexibility in network
configuration.

Workstation and
rterminal Products

,

'

lndigo2 XL Workstation
January 1994
The Indigo2™ XL is a high-end workstation with new desktop packaging,
faster and more fully-featured graphics, and a 30-percent price/performance improvement over the Indigo®
R4000 workstations. Two Indigo2 XL
workstations are available: one based
on the MIPS R4000 RISC processor
running at 100MHz and one based
on the R4400 RISC processor running at 150MHz. Both workstations
feature 24-bit color and high resolution 19-inch monitors and offer a
graphics level that is optimized for
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advanced program development, commercial client/server applications using
the X-Windows system, and the display of networks, traffic patterns, or
other scenarios that require monitoring.

PSX SP P/60 Desktop Computer
December 1993
The new PSX SP P/60 desktop computer, housed in a low-profile chassis,
combines a Pentium processor with
16 kilobytes integrated memory cache
and 256 kilobytes of second-level
cache to provide a great increase in
processing speed. The PSX SP P/60
uses an integrated PCI (Peripheral
Component Interconnect) bus, the latest standard in local-bus technology.
The computer's two PCI slots run
peripheral devices at accelerated
speeds. In addition, with the video
subsystem on the PCI local bus, there's
a direct express route between CPU
and graphics, resulting in faster video
performance.
The PSX SP P/60 provides five
expansion slots (two PCI local bus,
three ISA), and four drive bays (three
external, one internal). The two PCI
slots are backward-compatible with
ISA, making it possible for users to
continue to take advantage of the wide
variety of existing ISA-compatible
products.

Enhanced PSX EP-Series
Desktop Computers
October 1993
Tandem now offers the next generation of PSX EP-series desktop computers. The new computers provide all
of the standard EP-series features such
as memory expansion to 64 megabytes,
512-kilobyte graphics memory (expandable to l megabyte), and four
16-bit ISA bus expansion slots. In
addition, the new EP-series offers
these enhancements: accelerated
16-bit local bus graphics, three external drive bays, and upgradability to an
Intel Pentium OverDrive processor.

APRIL
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PSX LP-Series Desktop
Computers
October 1993
The new PSX LP-series computers
offer high performance and cost effectiveness as well as a number of sophisticated security features. These computers are housed in a low-profile desktop
chassis and are Tandem's first "green
PC" offering, exceeding the guidelines established by the EPA's Energy
Star power management program.
The PSX LP-series computers
feature 32-bit local bus graphics,
512 kilobytes of standard graphics
memory, and Pentium OverDrive
and cache upgradability. They also
provide such security features as protected FlashBIOS. asset management,
write protection, dual passwords, and
AST Walk-n-Lock.

NDX ST P/60 Workstation
October 1993
The NDX ST P/60 workstation, based
on the AST CUPID architecture, is a
new computer designed to provide the
power needed for advanced networking. The ST P/60 uses the same tower
chassis as the current NDX ST systems
and can be used with the existing
NDX ST memory and peripherals.
With the 64-bit data paths of its
Pentium 60MHz processor. the ST
P/60 eliminates the memory bottleneck typical of 32-bit systems.
The ST P/60 workstation incorporates eight EISA expansion slots, five
drive bays (three external and two
internal), up to 128 megabytes of RAM
(expandable on the system board), and
256 kilobytes of second-level cache
memory (standard). The tower chassis
provides slide-out, cable-free SCSI
backplanes that make it easy to add
enough hard-drive storage for even
the largest network. To protect system
components and data, the ST P/60
offers a number of security features
such as AST Walk-n-Lock, protected
FlashBIOS, write protection, and asset
management.

APRIL

New NDX ST Servers
December /993

i

Tandem now offers two new models
of NDX ST servers. Driven by Intel
486DX or 486DX2 processors, the new
high-performance NDX file servers
excel where power and reliability are
critical. Whereas most present systems
provide a Pentium upgrade path only
through a P24T socket for a future
overdrive processor, the new NDX ST
servers support both the future overdrive chip and a real Pentium processor card with up to 512 kilobytes of
second-level cache. The Pentium card
slot on the system board can also
accept a cache upgrade.
Both new NDX models incorporate
11 drive bays and eight EISA slots.
The 8 slide-out, cable-free SCSI drives
make it easy to add extra hard drives
quickly, or to perform a quick hot-swap
with little or no downtime should a
hard drive fail. BIOS upgrades are
made simple with AST FlashBIOS.
The new servers also feature up to
128 megabytes of RAM, second-level
cache memory upgradable to 512 kilobytes (256 kilobytes is standard on the
486DX2 model), and local-bus graphics with I megabyte of video memory
(expandable to 2 megabytes). Hardware
and software security is provided
through a chassis lock, floppy and 1/0

Piogramming
L~nguages
C++ Programming Language
December 1993
Tandem's C++ programming language environment is available for
systems using the Tandem NonStop
Kernel operating system, version D20
or later. The Tandem C++ development environment has four components: C++ Translator based upon
USL Cfront; ISO C compiler; Inspect
debugger; and Tools.h++ foundation
class library by Rogue Wave Software.
Cfront is the de facto reference
implementation of C++. The C++
Translator converts C++ source code
to C source code, which is then compiled by the C compiler. The C compiler is a prerequisite for C++ programming for Tandem NonStop systems.
Tandem's Inspect symbolic debugger
features direct debugging of C++
source code. Inspect is supplied
on all Tandem NonStop systems.
Tools.h++ is an industry-standard
C++ data structure library that provides fundamental structures for
C++ programming.

write protection, asset management,

dual-level passwords, and AST
Walk-n-Lock.

MS-DOS 6.2
January 1994
All new shipments of Tandem personal
computers now include MS-DOS 6.2.
This latest release of MS-DOS makes
it safer and easier to double one's disk
space through the DoubleSpace compression feature of MS-DOS 6.0.
Additional performance enhancements
include faster CD-ROM access through
an improved SmartDrive and new
data-protection technology.
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The Nonstop Himalaya K10000 Interprocessor Bus

he Tandem™ NonStop™
Himalaya™ KlO000 server
delivers high performance,
data integrity, and fault tolerance for large, business-critical applications. Tandem's
newest and most powerful
computer system, the KlO000 server is designed
to support a mixture of online transaction processing (OLTP), decision support, and batch
applications.
The KlO000 servers have much in common
with the Tandem NonStop systems that preceded them. However, to achieve the highest
levels of performance, Kl0000 servers differ
from previous NonStop systems in several
significant ways (Kong, 1994). In addition to
enhancing the processor itself, designers made
several significant changes affecting the interprocessor buses (IPBs), the high-speed buses
used by the multiple processors in a NonStop
system to communicate with one another.
Specifically, designers improved the performance of the IPBs to support the increased
capabilities of the KlO000 processor.
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This article introduces the changes made in
the Himalaya Kl0000 IPB subsystem. It begins
by describing the purpose and functions of
these enhancements. It then briefly discusses
KlO000 performance results relative to previous
NonStop systems, which indicate that the IPB
enhancements achieved their performance goals.
The remainder of the article describes the architecture of the KI 0000 IPB, focusing on the recent
changes; these sections are intended for readers
who want a more complete technical understanding of the IPB.

Nonstop System Architecture
Tandem NonStop systems are multiprocessor
systems (sometimes called multicomputer systems). To provide fault tolerance, the processors
in a NonStop system do not share memory, as
many other multiprocessor systems do. Instead,
each processor is a completely separate, fully
functional computer with its own main memory, caches, VO channels, and other components. The processors communicate with one
another over a pair of high-performance buses,
collectively called the Dynabus™, which allows
the processors to cooperate and coordinate their
work so they can function as a single-server
system. Figure 1 illustrates the NonStop system
architecture.
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Figure 1
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As shown in Figure I, the IPBs connecting
the multiple processors play a central role in a
NonStop system. The buses must be highly
reliable, because all communication between
processors depends on them. They must also be
fault tolerant; therefore, the Dynabus comprises
two IPBs. During normal operation, consistent
with the Tandem philosophy of avoiding unused
standby equipment, the software uses both IPBs
for interprocessor communication. However, if
a failure occurs, the software automatically
routes all traffic over the remaining bus.
The IPBs must also provide both high bandwidth (aggregate transfer rate) and low latency
(elapsed time for a transfer) for interprocessor
communications. Because the Dynabus is one
of the few shared resources in a NonStop system, it could become a bottleneck to system
performance and scalability if it were not carefully designed for high performance.
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1/0 channels

Figure 1.
NonStop system
architecture.
Dynabus

1/0 channels

Over the years, these performance considerations have led to several incremental changes in
the design of the IPBs and the processor's interface to them. In the NonStop VLX™ systems
(introduced in 1986), the bus protocol was altered
and the bus clock speed increased relative to the
Nonstop TXP™ and earlier systems. The
NonStop VLX and NonStop Cyclone™ systems
increased the sizes of the packet queues that
serve as buffers between the processors and the
buses. In this tradition, the IPB subsystem was
further improved to support the increased performance of the KlOOOO processor.
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Supporting the Performance of the
K10000 Processor
At the core of a Kl0000 server is the powerful
MIPS® R4400™ (RISC) microprocessor, running
at an internal clock rate of 150 MHz. The microprocessor contains 32 kilobytes of on-chip caches
and is further supported by a 4-megabyte off-chip
cache. Along with other hardware support, a
K 10000 processor can deliver up to twice the
performance of a NonStop Cyclone processor.
The designers of the K 10000 server had to
determine whether the existing IPB design (the
one used on the NonStop Cyclone and NonStop
Cyclone/R™ processors) could support the increased performance of the KlO000 processor
without becoming a bottleneck. To answer this
question, they performed several modeling and
simulation studies. The designers developed a
detailed model of a Kl0000 system and stressed
it with a variety of workloads. With these models, they could predict various properties of the
IPB subsystem as well as the overall throughput
of the system under various conditions.
The conclusions from the study were as
follows:
■ The existing IPB design would be a systemperformance bottleneck with processors of the
anticipated performance.
■ The performance bottleneck could be alleviated by changing the processor's interface to
the IPB; the IPB itself did not have to be
changed.
■ The Dynabus+™ architecture of the NonStop
Cyclone systems would provide the highest performance, with four processors per section
being the optimal configuration. 1

1The Dynabus+ architecture uses a dual fiber-optic ring to connect up to
four section ..., of up to four processors per section. This architecture
provided better performance than the flat. single-section architecture of the
NonStop Cyclone/R systems.
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Changes in the K10000 IPB
Guided by the study, the designers modified the
processor's interface to the IPB subsystem. The
K 10000 servers introduce a new level of performance in the IPBs, while retaining much of the
design and many system components from previous systems. The KI0000 IPB subsystem includes the following enhancements:
■ Direct memory access (DMA) mechanisms
that transfer packets between main memory and
the inbound and outbound interface packet
queues.
■ Asynchronous (nonwaited) sending mechanisms.
■ Send chaining to link together multiple send
requests into a single composite operation.
■ Multiple send channels per bus.

Introduction to DMA
The concept of DMA is simple: an agent other
than the processor itself moves data between
memory and, in this case, the IPB. Previous
Tandem NonStop systems used DMA agents for
I/0 operations, but not for the IPB. The processor's microcode or millicode 2 performed the
data transfer between memory and the IPB, thus
taking processor cycles away from the execution of processes and the NonStop Kernel.
For processors based on RISC technology
(such as the KlO000), the cost of moving data
by the processor is even more significant. RISC
designs rely on high internal clock rates and
large caches, so references to main memory and
to external interfaces such as the Dynabus are
relatively more costly. DMA engines for both
sending and receiving data on the IPBs relieve
the Kl0000 processor of these burdens, freeing
up more execution cycles for other work.
2Designer~ used the name millicode, which retains some of the flavor of
microcode, to indicate that parts of the millicodc software perform the
same functions on RISC processors that the microcode did on previous
Tandem NonStop CISC processors. The primary difference is that the
microcode was programmed in a special-purpose language and operated
below the TNS instruction-set level, whereas RISC millicode is a set of
MIPS R30QQ® or R4400 instructions executing on the hardware platform,
just as instructions in the NonStop Kernel do.

A P R I L
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Asynchronous Sending

Multiple Send Channels per Bus

The concept of asynchronous sending is often
misunderstood; indeed, it is often confused with
that of DMA transfers. The basic concept has to
do with waiting. In previous NonStop systems,
when an IPB send operation was performed, the
processor had to wait for the send operation to
be completed before it continued executing. The
processor could not perform other work until the
entire message had been split into packets and
moved from memory into the Out Queue

Often, the Nonstop Kernel executing in one
processor has messages that could be sent concurrently to several other processors (on the
same system or remote systems). Furthermore,
these messages frequently have different urgencies or other delivery requirements.
Sometimes, in previous NonStop systems,
an urgency inversion condition could exist.
Assume, for example, that a low-urgency but
long message was first started for one destination, and that a highurgency and shorter
he K10000 processors
message had to be sent
to a different destinause asynchronous sending
tion before the first
and
send and receive
send operation was finengines.
ished. Even if it used
DMA and asynchronous
sending, the NonStop
Kernel would not be able to start the highurgency send operation until the long send
was completed.
To alleviate this potential problem, the
KIOOOO server implements multiple send channels on each bus, which allow multiple send
operations to be outstanding to different destinations simultaneously. In the preceding example, the long send operation no longer blocks
the short, time-critical send operation, since the
latter can proceed concurrently on a different
send channel.

(OUTQ).

Asynchronous transfer is not the same as
direct memory access. In fact, NonStop systems
have always had asynchronous receiving mechanisms, even without DMA. These systems were
interrupt-driven. When a packet arrived in the In
Queue (INQ), the processor was interrupted, and
millicode (or microcode) moved the data from
the INQ into memory. However, between packets, the processor resumed executing instructions; it did not wait for the next packet.
The NonStop Himalaya KIOOOO processors
use asynchronous sending as well as DMA transfer engines for both sending and receiving data.

Send Chaining
Since the D00 version of the NonStop Kernel,
a message on the NonStop system has consisted
of two parts: a control part that describes the
message and a data part that contains the actual
data of the message. When a message is sent
from one processor to another, the message
system prefixes a setup section to the message.
This section helps the receiving processor prepare to receive the rest of the message. (For
some messages going to remote processors, the
message system prefixes an additional section.)
Thus, a typical message transmission over the
IPB requires sending three separate, usually noncontiguous parts.
In previous NonStop systems, each part
would require a separate SEND instruction.
To reduce the number of interrupts and other
required overhead, the NonStop KIOOOO implementation allows all parts of a message to be
bundled together and described by a single chain
of commands for the millicode and hardware to
perform.
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Figure 2
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Processor costs for interprocessor communication
(sending and receiving
same-sized messages) on
the Kl 0000, Cyclone, and
KJOOO processors.
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Performance Measurements
Performance measurements show that the
changes in the Himalaya KlO000 IPB subsystem, summarized above, were sufficient to support the performance capabilities of the KI 0000
processor. The graphs in Figures 2 and 3 illustrate these performance results.
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Figure 2 shows the processor time required
to send and receive messages of various size on
three processors: a Himalaya KlO00, a NonStop
Cyclone, and a KI 0000. Of the three, only the
Kl0000 processor has DMA IPB and asynchronous sending capabilities. The cost of transferring data between processors on the KI 0000 is
extremely low. Moreover, it is nearly constant
for all message lengths. The Cyclone time,
while quite low, shows that many processor
cycles are consumed in transferring long messages. The KI000 time shows that this effect
is relatively worse on a RISC processor that
has neither DMA nor asynchronous sending
capability.
Figure 3 shows the throughput for the same
three processor types, again as a function of
message size. For long messages, the KI 0000
begins to approach the theoretical point-to-point
throughput limit of the IPB, slightly over eight
megabytes per second. (This limit applies only
to a single processor-to-processor transfer; the
maximum throughput for multiple senders is
higher.)
The message system performance shown
in these figures is measured using LINKER, a
development tool that measures the time (both
processor and elapsed) needed for a round-trip
message between a linker process and a listener
process in different processors. Both processes
use the privileged (link-level) interface to the
message system. Therefore, the reported times
include all of the operating system overhead
(except for the file system) as well as any hardware transport delays that a message-based
application might typically see. The size of the
linker's request and the listener's reply can be
varied independently. However, in the tests
reported here, the message sent and the reply
returned were of equal length, for each message
size measured.
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Architecture of the K10000 IPB
Interface
The IPB features introduced in the preceding
sections are implemented within a three-layer
hierarchy: a hardware layer, a millicode layer,
and a software layer. The hardware provides the
DMA transfer engines and supporting hardware.
The millicode provides a layer of services that
serve mainly to isolate the software from certain
implementation details of the hardware, providing a more abstract, machine-independent interface to the software. The software layer is the
lower layer of the message system, a module
within the NonStop Kernel operating system.
The remainder of this article describes how
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these three layers provide the IPB interface for
the Kl0000 processor. For information about the
IPB in general and another perspective on the
KI 0000 IPB implementation, refer to the NonStop
Himalaya KJ0000 Server Description Manual
(1993).

Hardware Layer
The hardware is the lowest of the three layers
implementing interprocessor communication.
In addition to providing data integrity, singlefault tolerance, and the other standard Tandem
features, the hardware was designed to meet
three major objectives:

K1000

30,000

20,000

Message length (bytes)

Cyclone
K10000

Another goal was to lower the design time
and costs by using some of the same components (outside of the processor) used on other
NonStop systems. For example, the KIO000
uses the same FOX™ and Dynabus+ logic boards
that are used in NonStop Cyclone systems. Furthermore, the various bus controllers, terminators, and FOX and Dynabus+ adaptors are
functionally (although not physically) identical
to their Cyclone counterparts.

Figure 3.

Throughput comparison
for interprocessor communication (sending and
receiving same-sized messages) on the K/0000,
Cyclone, and KJOOO
processors.

■ Minimize the processor time costs associated
with messaging.
■ Maximize the efficiency of IPB bus use.
■ Eliminate certain sources of failures known
from previous designs.
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Figure 4
Main memory

!PB send hardware

Send
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Figure 4.

/PB send engine jimctional
block diagram.
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Send Hardware
To meet the design objectives for send operations, the send hardware incorporates several
key features. The hardware uses a commandchaining DMA engine controlled by the processor through a mailbox located in main memory.
The DMA engine performs send-data fetching
and packet formatting. A multichannel send
structure is implemented; the hardware has two
independent DMA send channels per bus that
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multiplex on a packet basis into the send
stream. The send channels are completely interruptible and restartable at packet boundaries.
Finally, the send hardware includes two trafficshaping features, poll limiting and bandwidth
limiting. Poll limiting prevents a sender from
wasting bus bandwidth when the receiver is
busy. Bandwidth limiting minimizes the likelihood of a fast sender overrunning a slow
receiver.
Figure 4 shows the functional organization
of the KlO000's send hardware for a single bus.
The processor can perform a sequence of one or
more sends on a single channel by describing
those sends in a mailbox data structure in memory, called a circular command buffer (CCB),
which can contain up to 16 send segment commands. There is one mailbox per send channel.
(Although a mechanism exists for a mailbox to
chain multiple CCBs, the millicode layer currently uses only one CCB per channel.) After
the CCB is set up, the processor starts the DMA
send hardware for that channel.
The DMA send hardware, called the send
control unit (SCU), fetches a single command
from the CCB into its local storage (shown as
SPB0 or SPB 1 in Figure 4) and then executes it.
The single command can describe a send segment of up to 16 kilobytes of contiguous physical memory (though the current millicode limits
segments to a single page frame of 4 kilobytes).
The send command is executed by handling as
many packets as needed. For each packet, the
SCU fetches data from memory, formats it into
an IPB packet, and places that packet into the
OUTQ. Once the packet has been placed in the
OUTQ without encountering any errors, the SCU
updates its local working pointers so the next
packet can be fetched. It then informs the other
send hardware unit, the packet send unit (PSU),
to send the packet already in the OUTQ.
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The PSU operates in the IPB bus clock
regime and follows the protocol set by the IPB
bus controller. The PSU asks to send a packet
when the bus controller permits it and sends the
packet when the bus controller orders it to do
so. After the packet is sent, the PSU informs the
SCU whether it was sent successfully or given a
NAK handshake by the receiver. (A NAK is a
flow-control feature of the bus controller's protocol that causes the packet to be retransmitted.)
The PSU does not retry NAKed packets on its
own; the decision to retry is made by the SCU,
allowing effective use of the traffic-shaping and
multiple-channel features.
When all of the data in a single segment has
been fetched, formatted into packets, and sent
by the PSU, the SCU fetches the next command
in the CCB mailbox. The new command is executed just as the first one was. This process continues until the end of the chain of commands is
reached. At the end of the chain, if so requested
by the last command, the SCU posts a sendcompletion notification interrupt to the processor. In addition, if the send should terminate
abnormally, such as with an uncorrectable
memory error (UCME) detected in the data
buffer, the SCU posts an abnormal-completion
interrupt to the processor.
The SCU and PSU form a two-stage pipeline
so that they can operate concurrently, fetching
and formatting one packet while the previous
packet is being sent. This pipeline is completely
emptied at intercommand boundaries within a
command chain. Therefore, the full performance
benefit of this pipelined organization is not realized unless send segments are at least three or
four packets long. With shorter messages, a single channel typically cannot send at the maximum bus rate much of the time.
Once the CCB is set up and the DMA engine
is started, the processor is not involved in send
activities (except for performing some minor
monitoring functions described later in the
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Millicode Layer section of this article). With
the hardware structure as shown in Figure 4, the
processor can set up and start a DMA transfer
independently on each of the two send channels.
Whenever both channels are actively processing
through their command chains, the PSU can be
kept busy at the maximum bus rate even if the
two streams each consist of short segments.
Thus, the dual send channels increase efficiency
in addition to avoiding the time-critical blockages described above.
Though the structure of the send hardware
makes maximum use of common hardware
between send channels, some unique hardware
cost exists for each channel. Since many channel-use schemes could be optimal at the system
level, it was hard to judge the value of the hardware expenditure for additional channels. It was
decided that the best answer was to limit hardware costs to two channels (the minimum
needed for concurrency, robustness, and maximum performance) and allow the millicode to
emulate as many channels as desired. To support switching at a granularity smaller than a
CCB, each channel is efficiently interruptible
and restartable at packet boundaries.
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Receive Hardware

Figure 5

Figure 5.

!PB receive engine
.fimctional block diagram.
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It had been observed on the NonStop Cyclone
and previous processors that a noticeable portion
of packet transfers on the IPB were NAKed. Two
major sources of NAKs were discovered: receiver
INQ overruns due to long MUTEX (mutual exclusion) intervals and FOX lNQ overruns due to
small INQ size and slower fiber transmission
rates. The two traffic-shaping features, poll limiting and bandwidth limiting, cannot speed up
the receivers, but they do permit other senders
to use those packet-transmit windows that would
have been NAKed, so that, at the system level,
IPB throughput is higher.
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Figure 5 shows the functional organization of
the IPB receive hardware for a single bus on the
KI0000. Receive operations underwent fewer
conceptual changes on the KIO000 than did
send operations. The basic change was the use
of DMA for receive data. This change required
moving the packet format-checking and dataextraction processes into hardware, which in
previous systems had been handled by the
microcode (or millicode ). Moving those processes strongly suggested creating a hardwar~
copy of the bus receive table (BRT), the architectural table that describes receive buffers. It
was decided, therefore, that millicode would
encapsulate the BRT and use the IPB hardware
as its primary storage. Some hardware sup~ort
had to be added to provide the processor with
atomic access to the BRT. (See the CPU access
agent in Figure 5.) DMA for receive operations
(hardware format-checking) permits both buses
to receive data into memory simultaneously,
whereas in previous systems the processor could
perform format checking on received packets
from only one INQ at a time. Further, the ~10000
pipelines operations so that packet reception and
packet checking can execute concurrently.
The hardware performs high-bandwidth
packet checking by using a dedicated and specialized programmable microcontroller called
the format check unit (FCU). The working logic
in the FCU is designed specifically to support
IPB receive functions. It includes a route-word
checker, a sequence-number checker, a checksum checker, and other checking functions. The
FCU is controlled by an extensible microcontroller with writeable control store. Since packet
format checking is complex, and it is this process
that interfaces with the millicode layer, designers considered the flexibility of the FCU to be
important. The FCU design achieves flex!bility
without sacrificing performance. The mam
microcode loop that handles most packets was
optimized to process packets about 50 percent
faster than the maximum rate at which they can
arrive into the INQ.
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After the FCU strips out the formatting information from each packet, the memory write
unit (MWU) transfers the packet data into memory. While the MWU is performing the DMA
for a packet, the FCU can proceed to handle the
next packet concurrently, so that a high receive
streaming rate can be maintained.
Meeting the performance goals of the FCU
requires quick access to INQ and BRT data. This,
in turn, requires that addresses in the BRT be
physical instead of virtual. (There is no time to
translate them.) Therefore, the hardware bus
receive table (HBRT) is made an extension of
the BRT structure. It includes space for the
physical addresses of all pages touched by the
receive buffer. The millicode sets up this information when the transfer is enabled.
Receive interrupts in a Kl0000 normally occur at most once per datagram (a sequence of
consecutively numbered packets), rather than
once per packet. Although far fewer receive interrupts are handled than on previous processors,
care was taken to minimize the processor costs
of these interrupts. The IPB hardware optimizes
interrupt encodings so that the most frequent
receive interrupts require the least expensive
processor activity.
In the KI0000, the format-checking and
packet-arrival processes are given full concurrent access to the INQ. The packet lift unit (PLU)
can place packets in the INQ independently of
and simultaneously with the FCU's INQ activity.
The INQ has high enough bandwidth to support
multiple FCU accesses while picking up packets
at the maximum IPB rate. The INQ size is also
programmable up to 256 packets, so that overrun conditions can be made less likely. (Millicode currently uses a 16-packet INQ.)
Finally, the Kl 0000 includes some additional
checks on the proper functioning of the IPB protocol. These checks allow for earlier detection
of and smoother recovery from errors that occur
on the bus, including, for example, the loss of
bus clocks due to the failure of or removal of a
bus controller or terminator.
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Figure 6

Figure 6.
!PB subsystem hardware
block diagram.
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Physical Implementation
Figure 6 shows the physical implementation of
the Kl0000 IPB subsystem. The subsystem contains two application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) chips, one for each bus. These share a
small, fast memory comprising static RAM
chips. This memory, called the bus receive
RAM (BR RAM), holds both X and Y INQs, the
BRT, and the FCU microcode. Finally, discrete
driver and receiver chips provide the electrical
interface to the IPB itself.
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Millicode Send Operations

Millicode Layer
The Himalaya KlOOOO IPB millicode is a layer
of software between the IPB hardware and the
NonStop Kernel message system. The design of
the millicode layer had three primary objectives:
■

Provide an effective method for the message
system to use the advanced features provided
by the KlOOOO IPB hardware for sending and
receiving data over the IPBs.
■ Hide as many nonessential implementation
details of the KlOOOO processor hardware and
IPB hardware as possible.
■ Achieve the preceding objectives with a minimum of overhead.

Some essential features exposed to the message system are the existence of multiple send
channels per bus, the asynchronous sending
capability, and the encapsulation of the BRT.
The interface between the message system and
the millicode was designed so that it could be
used for a wide variety of future IPB designs
that have the same general characteristics.
Examples of nonessential implementation
details hidden from the NonStop Kernel are the
cache-implementation and cache-coherency
protocols, the hardware-register formats, and
the addressing and accessing protocols of these
registers.
The interface to the NonStop Kernel comprises a set of privileged millicode routines that
the kernel can call (for example, to initiate or
queue a send operation) and an interrupt interface (which is a minor extension of the existing
BUSRECEIVE interrupt interface on previous
NonStop systems).

16
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The millicode enables the software to take
advantage of asynchronous sending by providing a queue-driven interface to the send hardware. A new data structure, the send information
block (SIB), carries all the information about a
send operation (or set of related sends) across
this interface.
The fundamental operation of starting a send
was previously performed by the execution of
a SEND instruction. Instead, the message system now constructs a SIB describing the send
to be performed and calls a millicode routine,
Enqueue_Send, to request the initiation of the
send operation. This millicode routine never
waits for that send (or any earlier send) to
finish. Instead, if the send can't be initiated
immediately, the SIB is placed in one of several queues for later processing. In either case,
whether the send is initiated immediately or
not, the Enqueue_Send routine returns control
to the caller without waiting.
The millicode provides an efficient routine,
Send_Status, that the NonStop Kernel can use
to check on the progress of a send operation.
For cases in which the kernel must override
the usual KlOOOO practice of not waiting for a
send to complete, the millicode provides the
Wait on Send routine to do so. To cancel
an in--=-pr~gress send, the kernel can call the
Cancel_Send routine. In all of these cases,
the SIB is a parameter to the routine.
As described previously, the KlOOOO IPB
hardware can chain send commands (and send
buffers) together for greater efficiency. A limited form of this feature is exposed to the
NonStop Kernel by allowing information about
multiple sends to be grouped together in a single SIB. This allows the message system to
group together frequently related sends such as
the setup packets, the user's request control,
and request data packets. Significant efficiency
is gained by grouping these together in a single
SIB. The millicode keeps these operations together as it links the SIB into queues, converts
the SIB information into hardware commands,
and initiates and tracks the send operation's
progress. In most cases, the millicode uses the
hardware send-chaining feature to initiate all
the send areas described in a SIB with a single
operation.
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As mentioned earlier, the KI 0000 server provides multiple send channels per bus. The ideal
number of send channels is at least four (for a
system with FOX or TorusNet™ connections),
because this number allows the splitting of
local and remote sends on separate channels
and also allows for a time-critical send channel
separate from the normal channels. However,
gate limitations within the IPB ASICs limited
the number of separate send channels to two
per bus. Thus, designers decided to provide the
illusion of having four separate send channels
per bus to the message system. The millicode
accomplishes this by maintaining a dynamic
mapping between the four channels seen by the
software and the two channels provided by the
hardware.
The IPB millicode maintains a queue of SIBs
for each of the four send channels (per bus) that
it provides. At any given time, for each bus,
two queues are mapped to the two hardwareprovided send channels, while the other two
queues are pending. (That is, the two corresponding emulated channels are not mapped.)
Whenever a send (SIB) is completed or a new
send (SIB) is initiated, the millicode reevaluates
the mapping to achieve the maximum sending
concurrency, while maintaining the priority
order of the queues.
When a SIB is placed into an empty queue
that is mapped to a send channel, or when a SIB
reaches the head of a mapped queue because
earlier SIBs have been completed, the millicode
initiates sending the data described by that SIB
by converting the information in the SIB into
hardware commands placed in the channel's
CCB. At this time, cache flushing of the send
areas is performed (because the R4400 processor's write-back cache may contain copies of
data newer than those in memory), and the millicode handles packets that cross page boundaries. (Designers determined that it would be
more expedient and cost-effective to have the
millicode copy page-crossing packets to separate memory areas than to have the hardware
send channels deal with page crossings in
midpacket.)
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Care was taken to minimize the number of
IPB interrupts that the software must handle.
One method has been described: the grouping
of related send operations together into a single
SIB at the NonStop Kernel-millicode boundary
and the grouping of send commands together in
a single CCB at the millicode-hardware boundary. In addition, the software takes advantage of
the fact that in most circumstances, it does not
need explicit notification of send-completion
events.
Under the normal, relatively light IPB loads
that are typical of OLTP applications, the send
channels are idle when
each send is started. In
these cases, no interrupt
is generated when a
send is completed.
Instead, the channel's
status is checked when
each new send is initiated; only at that time does the millicode notice the completion status of the previous send
operation.
However, when traffic is heavy, queues may
temporarily form. In these cases, it is preferable
to incur the expense of handling an interrupt to
get the next send started at the earliest opportunity, rather than use some time-based status
polling. The hardware optionally generates
send-completion interrupts, a facility the millicode uses only when its queues are not empty.
Similarly, the millicode optionally generates
send-completion interrupts, a facility the message system uses only when its queues are not
empty.
The millicode periodically monitors the
progress of a send operation according to a
parameter supplied in the SIB. If a send is not
making progress within the time prescribed, it
is cancelled and a send-timeout interrupt is generated. (The millicode then initiates the next
queued send, if any.)

-,-he millicode enables the
I software to take advantage
of asynchronous sending.
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Millicode Receive Operations
As discussed earlier, the BRT has changed significantly in the KlOOOO server. In previous
NonStop systems, the BRT was a simple data
structure in main memory, initialized by the
NonStop Kernel and updated by the microcode
(or millicode) on each packet reception. However, with the advent of a DMA receive engine,
the overhead and coordination problems of
keeping the BRT in main memory were unacceptable. Instead, designers decided to encapsulate the BRT, allowing only controlled access
to update it, so that the hardware could keep its
own copy of the BRT information in fast RAMs
and registers.
The millicode performs this encapsulation by
providing a set of routines to the message system to access and update the BRT, while hiding
the details of the hardware BRT and its accessing protocols.
To coordinate the sharing of the BRT between
the software and hardware, each entry in the
BRT (corresponding to a single source processor) is considered to be controlled either by the
hardware or by the software. This distinction is
actually implemented by an enable bit within
the BRT entry. When the enable bit is on, the
entry is controlled by the hardware, and the
DMA engine is free to use the entry to transfer
packets to memory from the corresponding
source processor, updating the BRT information
appropriately. When the enable bit is off, the
entry is controlled by the software, and the
DMA engine must not transfer packets to memory from the corresponding source processor,
nor may it alter the entry. The message system
uses five millicode routines (Disable_BRT,
Enable_BRT, Read_BRT, Read_and_Disable_
BRT, and Write_and_Enable_BRT) to read,
write, and transfer control of the BRT entries.
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In addition, the millicode provides two interface routines to allow the message system to
tum the DMA receive engines on and off. Recall
that this function was previously performed by
the interrupt masks; when IPB interrupts were
disallowed, transfer from the INQs to memory
was also disallowed. However, more concurrency is achieved if these transfers can take
place even while the processor is under MUTEX
for some reason unrelated to the IPB operation. Therefore, this function is now separately controlled by the two millicode routines,
Set Receive Enable and Reset_Receive_Enable.
Th;X and Y-buses can be controlled separately.
In addition, when the hardware completes an
IPB reception, the receiving DMA engine always
disables itself until the software has had a chance
to process the completion interrupt.

Message System Layer
The message system is the component of the
NonStop Kernel that provides messaging services to the rest of the kernel, to system programs, and, through the Nonstop Kernel file
system, to applications programs (Chandra,
1985). It provides a request-reply message
interface to processes running on the same
processor or different processors in a Tandem
Nonstop system connected by the Dynabus. It
also provides the same message protocols to
processes running on remote systems interconnected by the FOX or TorusNet fiber-optic networks or by Tandem's Expand™ networking
software, which supports a number of physical
interconnect media.
The message system is the highest layer of
the IPB subsystem described in this article. It
communicates with the IPB hardware (the lowest layer) through routines supplied by the millicode (the middle layer). Of the three layers
discussed here, the message system has undergone the least amount of change. Its highest
sublayer, interfacing to its clients, has not
changed at all, while its lowest sublayer, interfacing to the hardware, was entirely rewritten
to use the new millicode routines.
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Interface Changes
Because the message system's high-level interfaces to its clients are entirely unchanged, client
software does not need to be modified, in spite
of the significant changes in the IPB subsystem.
The main clients of the message system are the
NonStop Kernel file system, TMF™ (Transaction
Monitoring Facility), the Input Output Process
Request Manager (IOPRM), privileged 1/0 and
communications processes, and privileged user
applications.
A few NonStop system processes use the IPB
to communicate with processors that are "down"
(not running the NonStop Kernel) and cannot
use the request-reply protocol provided by the
message system. Such processes include the
RELOAD utility, which loads the operating system image to down processors and brings them
up; the RCVDUMP utility, which receives an
image of the memory from a halted processor;
the Tandem Maintenance and Diagnostics
System (TMDS); and the IPBMON process, the
system process that controls and monitors FOX
and TorusNet. Before the Kl0000 IPB changes,
these processes used the SEND NonStop processor instruction to send data on the bus. They
also directly manipulated the BRT before receiving data on the bus. With the KI0000 IPB
changes, the message system has encapsulated the IPB for its low-level clients through
two new processor-independent routines,
XMIT_PROC_ and UPDATE_BRT_. The
XMIT_PROC_ routine sends data on the bus
and the UPDATE_BRT_ routine sets up a BRT
entry before receiving data on the bus.

Major Features of the K10000
Message System
The message system uses most of the new facilities provided by the Kl 0000 IPB hardware and
millicode. The main features of the KI0000
message system that differ from those on earlier processors are described in the following
paragraphs.

On earlier processors, calls to the MSG LINK
and MSG_REPLY_ routines waited (with ;ome exceptions) until the entire message was placed
in the IPB hardware OUTQ. For messages larger
than the OUTQ size, this implied that the processor idled without executing useful instructions
until all of the message (except the last OUTQ
worth) was sent out on the IPB. When a processor idles, waiting for something to happen, it
is said to be busywaiting. On the KIO000, the
MSG_LINK_ and
MSG_REPL Y_ calls
queue the request to the
millicode and return immediately without waiting. Waited calls such as
MSG_READCONTROL_
and MSG_READDATA_,
which require data transfer from the requester processor, do not behave
different! y on the KI 0000 processor than they do
on previous processors.
Asynchronous sending results in better processor utilization. For an IPB-bound application, the
improvement is dramatic. Figure 2 shows the
differences in processor utilization between
the Himalaya Kl 0000, Himalaya KIO00, and
NonStop Cyclone processors.

lient software does not
need to be modified,
in spite of the significant
changes in the IPBs.

C

Multiple Buffers per Send Operation. As discussed earlier, a typical message sent over the
IPB has three noncontiguous parts: the setup,
control, and data areas. Since the SEND instruction on earlier processors could send only one
buffer at a time, multiple SEND instructions were
required to send a message over the IPB. With
the synchronous IPB interface on those processors, the multiple sends did not increase the
message overhead appreciably, but with the
asynchronous IPB interface on the KIO000, multiple sends would require extra send-completion
interrupts. The interrupt overhead is eliminated
by describing the separate send buffers in a
single SIB and using a single millicode
Enqueue_Send operation.

Asynchronous Sending. Sending a message does
not block the processor from doing other work.
The message is queued to a send engine that
asynchronously sends the message.
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Multiple Send Channels. For each bus, the IPB
millicode provides the message system with
four send channels with different send priorities. The two channels with highest priority are
used to send waited messages generated by the
NonStop Kernel (such as the JamAlive messages exchanged by all NonStop processors
every 1.2 seconds). The two channels with lowest priority are used to send user messages.
Encapsulated BRT. The BRT is not shared by the
IPB millicode (or microcode) and the NonStop
Kernel. It resides in the IPB hardware and is
encapsulated for the message system by the
millicode. The message system uses millicode
routines to read and update the BRT.
Separate Mechanism for Disabling Buses.
Separate mechanisms are used to disable bus
receive software interrupts and transfers from
the IPB INQ into memory. On earlier processors, a single interrupt mask bit served both
purposes. On the Kl 0000, millicode routines
are called to stop and restart IPB transfers into
memory. This enhancement means that bus
receptions are not stopped when interrupt handlers (except the BUS RECEIVE interrupt handler) are running and when interrupts are
disabled.
OMA Sending and Receiving. Both send and
receive engines use DMA to access the data buffers. The DMA engines use physical addresses
to access memory, while the message system
clients work with virtual addresses. The message system uses a memory manager routine
to translate the virtual addresses to page-frame
numbers before invoking the DMA engines.
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Send Implementation
The two primary changes in the message system send implementation are the use of asynchronous sending and the use of multiple send
channels.

Use of Send Channels. As stated earlier, the
KlOOOO IPB millicode provides four send chan-

nels per bus, two for local transmissions and
two for remote transmissions. The channels are
assigned different send priorities, with lower
channel numbers having higher priority.
The message system uses channel O exclusively for sending unacknowledged datagrams
to other processors on the same NonStop system. These datagrams include time-critical
unsequenced IPB packets (with the special
sequence number of -1) such as the JamAlive
packets, regroup and poison packets (sent when
a processor is slow to respond or has been
declared down), and datagrams sent using the
XMIT_PROC_ interface by system utilities such
as RELOAD and RCVDUMP. All sends on channel O are waited. The processor busywaits until
the transmission is completed by calling the
Wait on Send millicode routine. (The processor c;n s~rvice interrupts while busywaiting,
but it cannot run processes.)
The message system uses channel 1 exclusively for sending unacknowledged datagrams
to other processors over the FOX network or
TorusNet. These include time-critical unsequenced handshake packets exchanged by
IPBMON processes when establishing or modifying remote connections, periodic idle packets
exchanged to preserve these connections, and
packets sent to the FOX or TorusNet controller
board, the local bus unit (LBU). These send
operations also cause the processor to busywait
until the transmission is completed.
Channels 2 and 3, the low-priority channels,
are used to send acknowledged messages (all
user messages and most NonStop Kernel messages) and their acknowledgements (which are
sent as unsequenced packets). The message system uses channel 2 to send to other processors
on the same system, and channel 3 to send to
remote processors on the network. These messages are queued to the millicode and do not
cause busywaiting.
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Limiting Millicode Queue Lengths. The message
system supports a transmission window of four
outstanding unacknowledged transmissions
to each destination processor. On a FOX or
TorusNet system, if there were no other limiting factor, the millicode send queues could
contain up to 892 such outstanding messages
(60 to local processors and 832 to remote processors). Although the millicode does not restrict the size of the message queues for the
send channels, there are practical reasons to
limit the queue lengths.
A potential problem with allowing send
queues to contain up to four SIBs to each destination is that the time to receive acknowledgements for the outstanding transmissions could
get very long. The message system uses a timeout mechanism for these acknowledgements to
detect lack of progress of a message. The time
allowed for the timeout must be significantly
greater than the elapsed time to get an acknowledgement back under heavy IPB message traffic.
Allowing the queues to hold hundreds of SIBs
would require such a long timeout that it would
delay the timely detection of real problems.
Long millicode queues would also consume
large amounts of memory. Each queue element
is a SIB, a fairly large data structure.
To avoid both problems, the KI 0000 message
system implementation limits the length of a
nowaited channel queue to one sequenced message and one unsequenced acknowledgment
packet. On each processor, one sequenced and
one unsequenced SIB are preallocated for each
channel on each bus. These SIBs are used for
sending messages to all destinations using that
channel.
Sending a Message. When a message is to be
sent to another processor, the message system
picks the current bus (X or Y) and a channel
(based on whether it is a local or remote message). Then it checks to see if the SIB for the
selected bus and channel is free by calling the
Send_Status millicode routine. If the SIB is
free, the message system copies the send information into it. The SIB contains multiple send
areas to describe the multiple buffers that constitute a message going over the IPB.
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The message system then calls the
Enqueue_Send millicode routine to initiate the
send operation. A single millicode operation
is sufficient to send the multiple buffers forming a message. The millicode places the SIB
in a queue for the channel. When the channel
becomes free, the millicode commands the
send channel to begin sending the data associated with the SIB at the head of the queue.
If the Send_Status routine indicates that the
SIB is in use (either being transmitted or awaiting transmission), the message system requests
the millicode to invoke
a special interrupt when
the transmissions associated with the SIB are
completed. The message is then placed at
the tail of a queue of
messages waiting for
the SIB to become free. When the SIB-completed software interrupt is invoked (through
the BUSRECEIYE interrupt vector), the interrupt
handler removes the message at the head of
the queue of messages waiting for the SIB and
arranges to have the message sent.

-r he millicode provides the
I message system with four

send channels per bus.

Receive Implementation
There are two primary changes in the message
system receive implementation. First, the BRT
resides in the IPB hardware and is encapsulated
by the millicode using a procedural interface.
A new message system routine, UPDATE_BRT_,
was created for the NonStop Kernel to update
the BRT. This routine invokes the millicode
BRT procedures.
Second, in normal operation, bus reception
(transferring data from the IPB INQ into memory) is disabled only while processing the completion of a message reception. In previous
processors, IPB data transfer was also disabled
when BUSRECEIVE software interrupts were
disabled.
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Receiving a Message. As indicated above, on
the K 10000 server, the BRT resides in the IPB
hardware, and the message system uses millicode routines to access it. To read a BRT entry,
the Read_and_Disable_BRT millicode routine is
called if the entry is enabled and the Read_BRT
routine if it is already disabled. To update a BRT
entry, the message system disables the BRT entry
(unless it is already disabled or the buses are
both disabled) and updates it by calling the
Write_and_Enable_BRT millicode routine.
When all packets of a sequenced transmission
are received from a source processor on a particular bus, the IPB hardware turns off receptions
on that bus and disables the BRT entry for the
source processor. The hardware then posts a
millicode interrupt. The millicode interrupt handler sets up the interrupt parameters and invokes
the BUSRECEIVE software interrupt handler.
BUSRECEIVE processes the received message
and sets up for the next message to be received
from the same source processor. It then updates
and reenables the BRT entry by calling the
Write_and_Enable_BRT millicode routine and
reenables receptions on the bus by calling the
Set_Receive_Enable millicode routine.
When an unsequenced packet is received on
a bus, no BRT entry is used and hence no BRT
entry is disabled. The hardware turns off receptions on the bus and interrupts the millicode,
which in turn invokes the BUSRECEIVE interrupt handler. BUSRECEIVE processes the packet
received, but does not update the BRT. It then
reenables receptions on the bus by calling the
Set_Receive_Enable millicode routine.
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BUSRECEIVE can also be invoked in the case
of receive errors (such as checksum errors or
sequence errors), bus errors (such as bus-controller parity errors), and some send errors (such
as send timeouts). Some of these errors do not
cause BRT entries to be disabled, but others do.
Through special bits in the interrupt parameter
words, the millicode informs BUSRECEIVE if
the BRT entry or bus has been disabled. In these
error cases, BUSRECEIVE enables the BRT entry
or the bus only if necessary.
Thus, bus reception is turned off by the hardware when message reception is completed on
a bus and reenabled at the end of BUSRECEIVE
processing for that reception. Bus reception and
BRT entries are not disabled by the MUTEX
facility or by entry into software interrupt handlers, as was done on previous processors. The
only time reception on a bus is turned off by
the NonStop Kernel is when it brings down a
bus because too many receive errors (such as
checksum errors) occurred. To do this, it calls
the Reset_Receive_Enable millicode routine.
When this happens, the error condition should
be corrected. An operator can then reenable
receptions by using the TACL™ (Tandem
Advanced Command Language) XBUSUP or
YBUSUP command.

BRT Accesses Outside of BUSRECEIVE. When a
system is coldloaded, all BRT entries are initialized to expect a setup message with a packet
sequence number of zero. The BRT is also
accessed by Tandem system processes such as
RCVDUMP and IPBMON to set up receptions
from down processors (processors not running
the NonStop Kernel). The RCVDUMP process
uses the BRT to set up memory-dump reception
from a halted processor and the IPBMON process
uses it to receive messages from the FOX or
TorusNet controller board, which is addressed
as a special processor on the network.
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To simplify updating a BRT entry, the message system now provides the UPDATE_BRT_
routine, which takes as parameters the BRT
entry values to be updated. The routine works
on all hardware platforms. On the KlOOOO, it
disables the hardware BRT entry and then calls
the Write_and_Enable_BRT millicode routine.
UPDATE_BRT_ is called by the processor initialization code to initialize the BRT when the
processor is coldloaded or reloaded. It is also
called by the RCVDUMP and IPBMON processes.

Error Packet Reception Areas. When the DMA
engine receives an unsequenced IPB packet or a
packet with an error, the packet is written into a
special memory buffer called the error packet
reception area. On the KIOOOO, when one bus is
disabled due to an error packet reception, the
other bus is still enabled and can receive packets and detect errors. Therefore, a separate error
packet area is provided for each bus. (In previous processors, a single error packet reception
area was sufficient because reception on both
buses was disabled when the error packet area
was filled by either bus.)
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Client/Server Availability

herever computers are
used, loss of user time
through the failure of
a hardware or software component has
always been a significant concern. Ten
years ago, when the most common configuration was a set of terminals connected to a mainframe, computer systems and their interconnections were usually fairly simple, and analyzing
the causes and costs of user downtime was relatively straightforward.
The current world of client/server computing
is far more complicated. In a client/server environment, individual workstations on a local area
network (LAN) may be connected to multiple
servers and possibly a mainframe. A single network may involve several types of transmission
media, such as Ethernet and fiber-optic cable,
and require multiple bridges, routers, and other
network devices. Successful execution of a single database query often requires that five or

more pieces of equipment and the software that
runs on them all be operating properly. In such
an environment, it can be difficult to analyze all
possible types of failures and their costs in user
downtime. This, in tum, makes it difficult to
arrive at conclusions about probable weak points
in a client/server environment and the most
effective ways to reduce downtime.
This article discusses client/server availability and ways of reducing user outage times. 1
User outage time is the amount of time that
individual users in a client/server environment
would be expected to lose due to outage causes
of all types, whether at the level of a single
client, a server, or an entire network. The
article consists of two main parts. Part 1,
"Client/Server Availability Model," presents
a predictive model for evaluating client/server
availability and applies the model to a representative client/server environment. It provides outage statistics covering many types of failures that
can affect hardware and software components.
A significant finding is that without fault tolerance, servers account for more user outage
minutes than any other single factor. Part 2,
"Improving Availability in a Client/Server
Environment," beginning on page 32, discusses
ways of increasing client/server availability
through operational improvements, greater
fault tolerance, and other means.

I For a longer version of this a11icle, with a li-.t of reference~ on the topic of
availability and -;ource:-. for outage stafr-,tiC'-..-,ee NonStop A \'ailahilit_,, in o
Client/Sen-er Emfro11me11t (\Vood. 1994).
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Part 1: Client/Server Availability Model
Given the hardware of ten years ago, a complex
client/server environment would probably be
down as often as it was up, and an analysis of
availability would primarily be concerned with
hardware outages. However, hardware reliability has improved dramatically in the last decade,
and the analysis of availability must give equal
consideration to many other causes of outages,
such as software bugs, operator error, and power
failures. Planned outages must also be included
in an analysis, since scheduled maintenance periods are being eliminated as the need for continuous availability of business-critical applications
increases.

Defining and Measuring Availability
Availability, classically defined as
Availability=
system uptime
system uptime + system downtime
is a standard system performance measure.
Availability is usually expressed as a probability
or percentage, for example, 99.9 percent availability, but this metric can be difficult to use or
envision. Unavailability, or outage time, defined
as 1 - availability and expressed as annual
downtime, is more useful. For example, a design
change that increases availability from 99.9 percent to 99.99 percent may not appear very significant. In contrast, expressing the change as
a decrease in downtime from 500 minutes per
year to 50 minutes per year does appear significant and better conveys the true impact of the
design change on business productivity. Table l
shows the relationship between percentages and
annual outage minutes.
In a distributed client/server environment, it
is not very meaningful to define availability in
terms of system failure and to measure it in
terms of system uptime and system downtime.
If a single PC fails, the user of the PC cannot
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Table 1.

Relationship between percentages and annual outage minutes.
Availability

90%

99%

99.9%

99.99%

99.999%

Annual outage minutes•

50,000

5,000

500

50

5

• For purposes of illustration, maximum availability is treated as 500,000 minutes, rather than the full
525,600 minutes of a calendar year.

access the application, but all other users can
continue operating without any loss of performance (unless the PC has failed in a mode that
causes an outage for other users.) If l out of a
1000 users cannot access the system, is the system down? If not, what about 10 out of a 1000
or 100 out of 1000?
To accurately reflect the impact and scope of
an outage, it is important to measure client/server
availability from a user point of view rather than
a system point of view. Such a measure needs
to include both the duration of an outage and
the number of users affected. Accordingly, the
predictive availability model presented in this
article is concerned with user availability,
defined as
User availability=
user uptime
user uptime + user downtime
where user uptime is time during which users
can effectively use their applications. If an average of I user out of a 1000 cannot effectively use
needed applications, that is equivalent to 99.9
percent user availability or, in terms of Table I,
an average of 500 annual outage minutes per
user. For the remainder of this article, user availability is expressed in terms of annual user outage minutes. Measuring client/server availability
as user availability and user outage time avoids
making an artificial decision about the number
of down users that is equivalent to a system
outage.
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Table 2.

Definitions of outage categories.
Outage
category

Definition

Physical

Physical faults or failures in the hardware. Any type of hardware component failure
belongs in this category.

Design

Bugs in design and design failures in hardware and software. An example is an
application change that introduces unexpected problems.

Operations

Errors caused by operations personnel and users, due to accidents, inexperience,
defective procedures, or malice.

Environmental

Power or cooling system failures, failure of external network connections (for
example, a leased-line outage), natural disaster (earthquake, flood), accidents,
terrorism.

Reconfiguration

Any planned outage. Examples include downtime required for planned maintenance,
such as upgrading hardware or software, and configuration changes, such as adding
a new disk or restructuring a database.

Client/Server Outage Data
An effort was made to collect as much
client/server outage data as possible. In the
process, it was surprising to find that very few
companies keep complete client/server outage
data. Most companies approached did not keep
outage data of any type. A few companies had
data limited to network outages, and a few had
data on server outages. None kept data on individual client outages. The best source of data
was a company with a large networking application and about 15,000 users. The company
keeps detailed records on all outages that affect
four or more users and provided us with their
entire set of outage records for 1992.
All the data collected was categorized according to five types of outage: physical, design,
operations, environmental, and reconfiguration.
Table 2 lists the outage categories and their definitions. Table 3 gives examples of outages in
each category.
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The wide variety of outages in Table 3
reflects the complexity of the client/server environment. Note the potentially disastrous effect
some of the outages could have on a business,
especially the building transformer that caused
1027 users to be down for 575 minutes, resulting
in a total of 590,525 user outage minutes.
One of the most interesting findings to emerge
from the outage data is the difference between
the actual causes of client/server failure and
users' perceptions of those causes. When people
think of failures, they tend to think of physical
hardware failures, but according to the outage
data, physical failures cause only 10 to 20 percent of unplanned outages. Design, operations,
and environmental failures are all as common
as, or more common than, physical failures.
Planned outages (reconfiguration) are also more
common than physical failures. Another interesting point is that client/server users tend to
blame all outages on the LAN. However, the data
shows outages of non-fault-tolerant servers to be
the primary source of user outage minutes (see
the discussion under "Fault-Tolerant Servers"
later in the article).

Outage Causes
The complexity of a client/server environment
introduces a wide range of new failure mechanisms. To establish a list of outage causes and
obtain outage times for the availability model,
outage data was augmented with literature surveys (for example, Caginalp, 1992; Caldwell,
1992; Saal, 1990), articles quoting downtimes
(for example, Bowen, 1992), university studies
(for example Feather, 1992; Lee et al., 1993),
quotes on hardware reliability from vendors,
and internal outage data. Table 4 shows a number of the outage causes derived from these
sources, listed according to outage category.
Some specialized terms for outage causes that
may be unfamiliar to the reader are defined in
Table 5.
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Table 3.

Outage examples classified by type of outage.
Outage
category

Outage
minutes

Cause of outage and action taken

Number
of users
down

Total user
outage
minutes

9

287

2,583

143

60

8,580

13

15

195

5

9

45

Clients could not access the application due to a hub problem. Operations reset the
supervisory card on the 8th floor and the Ethernet cards on the 3rd and 4th floors.

90

58

5,220

Design

Clients lost access to the application. Operations traced the problem to an out-ofsync condition between the file-server and line-handler processes that occurred
following a failure of the host application. Both processes were stopped and
restarted to resynchronize.

24

30

720

Design

Clients experienced degraded service following an application maintenance
release. The release was backed out to restore service.

31

205

6,355

Operations

After power was restored, the Ethernet card to a file server did not properly restore
because an operator had configured it incorrectly.

360

25

9,000

Operations

Clients lost access to the application because a maintenance technician on site
inadvertently placed equipment in a test mode. The technician normalized the
equipment and users softbooted their workstations to restore service.

5

25

125

Environmental

Construction group accidentally set off fire-extinguishing (Halon) system in
computer room.

420

25

10,500

Environmental

Clients lost access to the application due to a failed remote router link. The failure
was traced to a cross-connect problem in the link caused by a power failure. The
router was reset and service restored.

486

40

19,440

Environmental

Clients could not access the application due to a bad fuse in the building transformer. Due to the location of the transformer, it took several hours to replace the
fuse and restore power.

575

1,027

590,525

Reconfiguration

Server network software was upgraded to include Appletalk.

120

50

6,000

Physical

Clients lost access to the application due to a broadcast storm• on the LAN
caused by a bad supervisor card in the hub. The card was replaced to restore
service (a spare was available on site).

Physical

Sixty workstations did not have access to the application due to a router problem.
Operations traced the problem to a loose cable on the download server. The cable
was tightened and the routers reloaded, and the clients rebooted their workstations.

Design

Fifteen workstations were unable to access the application. The problem was
traced to a hung file server. Operations performed a stop and start of the file-server
process to restore service to the client.

Design

Clients could not access the application. Operations stopped and restarted the
name-server process to allow access.

Design

• Broadcast storm is defined in Table 5.

Table 4.

Examples of clienVserver outage causes.
Physical
CPU, LAN card, disk,
etc., fail

Operations

Environmental

Reconfiguration

Database corruption

Cable bumped
accidentally

Commercial power fails

Upgrade system

Design (cont.)

Disk access error

Wrong cable pulled

Natural disaster

Add disk

LAN protocol error

Incorrect network
address entered

Heating, ventilation, or
air conditioning fails

System move

Design

Access denied

Data not backed up

Circuit breaker tripped

New release

PC with lock on
database fails

Router algorithm conflict'

Stopped wrong process

Power failure recovery
error

Bug fix

Firmware error

Packet errors (runts·,
jabbers')

Table or log erroneously
deleted

Virus

Workload balancing

Self-test failure

Timeouts

Erroneously stopped
application

Operating-system crash

Application freeze

Broadcast storm•

Network paging•

Babbling node'

Server hung
• Term is defined in Table 5.

A

P

R

I

L

9

9

4
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Defining a Representative Client/Server
Environment

Table 5.
Definitions of specialized terms for describing outages.
Term

Definition

Babbling node

The transmission of random, meaningless packets onto the network; often
caused by a failed LAN card.

Broadcast storm

A broadcast is a special message or packet that all network hosts must receive
and process. A broadcast storm is a condition in which excessive broadcasting
occurs, potentially disabling the entire network. Broadcast storms are usually
due to software errors.

Jabbers

Packets that are larger than the maximum length allowed by the network
protocol (for example, 1518 bytes for Ethernet).

Network paging

Occurs when a workstation runs a job too large for its memory and has to page
over the network, causing very heavy network traffic.

Router algorithm
conflict

Routers use some form of shortest-path algorithm. If router A thinks that the
shortest path to router C is through router B and router B thinks that the shortest
path to router C is through router A, packets for router C will be sent back and
forth between routers A and B. This type of problem usually occurs because of
a breakdown in the routers' shortest-path updating strategy, due to software
design errors.

Runts

Packets that are smaller than the minimum length allowed by the network
protocol (for example, 60 bytes for Ethernet).

Most of the outage causes in Table 4 apply to
any type of computing environment, but some
are propagating outages unique to client/server
computing. In a propagating outage, a hardware
or software failure affects more than the users
or equipment dependent on the failed item. For
example, a router failure should only cause
downtime for users dependent on the servers
and hubs connected to the router (see Figure 1
for an illustration of multiple routers with associated hubs, servers, and users). However, if a
router failure causes a router algorithm conflict
(defined in Table 5), this will result in very
heavy traffic and poor response times throughout the LAN and cause all users to think the
LAN is down. In general, propagating outages
can affect many users and result in very large
amounts of user outage minutes. In Table 5,
broadcast storm, babbling node, network paging, and router algorithm conflict are all examples of propagating outages.
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In demonstrating a predictive model of availability, it is useful to define a representative
client/server environment. Such an environment
is not meant to be an optimal configuration or a
model for designing other environments. Its
purpose is to provide a basis for illustrating the
effects that different outages would have on
users and to make it easier to interpret numerical values derived from the availability model.

Typical Features of a Client/Server Environment.
Client/server environments are very diverse.
They range from a small departmental LAN
with a single server to E-mail networks connecting tens of thousands of users to hundreds
of servers. Even business-critical applications
encompassing networks of ATMs have begun to
adopt client/server architectures. Although it is
difficult to define a standard client/server environment, it is possible to identify characteristic
features, such as those described in the following paragraphs.
In the typical client/server network, clients
use local servers connected by a LAN. Clients
are usually physically near their primary server,
although this is not a requirement. A communications server on the LAN provides wide area
network (WAN) access.
There is no standard client/server configuration, but there are standard client/server
components. Servers are generally powerful
workstations, although they can also be minicomputers or mainframes. Servers often perform
a specific type of service, specializing, for example, as file servers, database servers, and print
servers. Clients are most often PCs or other
workstations, although there are certainly other
types of clients, such as ATM machines, handheld devices, and smart phones. Typical networking components include transceivers,
bridges, routers, hubs, and gateways.
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Figure 1

Figure 1.

A representative
database-server architecture containing 1,000
clients, 20 hubs, 6 routers,
40 database servers, and
1 network management
server.
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25 clients
for Server 1

In a typical LAN with database servers, there
are 10 to 50 clients for each database server.
For present purposes, 25 clients per server is
used as a reasonable average, based on the
client/server environments studied and the
judgements of experienced client/server operations managers. Equipment in the LAN is layered hierarchically, with subnets joined to form
larger networks.

A Representative Client/Server Environment. A
representative environment for use with a predictive model of client/server availability
should be similar to real-world configurations
in which availability is a primary concern.
Since availability is of particular importance for
a business-critical database application, the representative environment used in this article is a
LAN architecture based on database servers. It
is illustrated in Figure l. The LAN incorporates
the features described in the preceding section.
Servers on the LAN are generic, non-fault-tolerant servers. Most conclusions reached on the
basis of the representative LAN apply equally
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25 clients
for Server 2

well to other architectures, such as the typical
campus LAN on which file and print servers
predominate.
In Figure 1, clients and their primary servers
are connected to a hub. There are 25 clients for
each primary server and two servers to a hub,
for a total of 50 clients per hub. Four hubs are
attached to a router, making a total of 200
clients per router. Six routers are connected in a
ring, such as a fiber distributed data interface
(FDDI) ring. Five of the routers support hubs
with servers and clients, resulting in a total of
1,000 clients. The sixth router functions as a
gateway for communications outside the LAN,
and also provides a server for network management. Although network management activities
such as name services and security services are
often spread throughout a network, the design
in Figure 1 is sufficient for purposes of interpreting the availability model of the next section.
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Table 6.

Calculation of annual user outage minutes.
Annual
outage
minutes
per item

Outage cause

Total
number in
c/s environment

Total
annual
outage
minutes

Number
of clients
affected

Annual
user
outage
minutes

Hub client LAN-card failure

4

100·

400

10

4,000

Hub server LAN-card failure

4

40

160

50

8,000

140"

140

200

28,000

11,200

50

560,000

Hub LAN-card failure causing
babbling-node outages
Server-application software failure

40

280

• Based on 1,000 clients and 10 clients per LAN card
.. Sum of client and server LAN cards

Figure 2

Annual
user outage
minutes

=

l

Average annual outage
minutes due to a specific
failure type and element

Figure 2.

Formula for calculating
annual user outage
minutes.

ll
x

Number of such
elements in the
network

ll
x

Number of users
affected by
each failure

l

Table 7.

Summary outage statistics for the representative
client/server environment.
Total annual user outage minutes from
all causes (1,000 clients)

12,031,800

Annual outage minutes per client

12,032

User availability

97.7%

Percentage of user outage time due to
unplanned outages

68.0%

Percentage of user outage time due to
planned outages (reconfiguration)

32.0%

A Predictive Model of Client/Server
Availability
The client/server availability model adopted
here uses data on outage causes to calculate
annual user outage minutes. The model is predictive. Given a specific network configuration
and statistics for individual outage causes, the
model predicts annual user outage minutes due
to outages at each network component. The
model is illustrated by applying the outage data
from sources described earlier to the representative database-server architecture. The formula
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for calculating annual user outage minutes
resulting from a given outage cause is given in
Figure 2.
Table 6 shows the calculation of annual user
outage minutes for four types of outages. In the
table, statistics for annual outage minutes are
derived from the outage sources cited earlier.
Values in column 3, "Total number in c/s environment," are based on the representative
client/server environment of Figure l and the
component causing an outage. "Total annual
outage minutes," column 4, is the product of
columns 2 and 3. Column 5, "Number of clients
affected," is the number of clients ultimately
affected by an outage. "Annual user outage
minutes," column 6, is the product of columns
4 and 5.
The full procedure for calculating annual user
outage minutes for a given outage cause can be
illustrated with reference to Table 6. For LAN
cards, vendors quote a mean time between failures (MTBF) of 300,000 hours. To service the
failure, user data shows a mean time to repair
(MTTR) of three hours. Thus, on average, a LAN
card causes one hour of outage for every 100,000
hours of operation.
Given 525,600 minutes in a year, the calculation of expected annual outage minutes for a
LAN card is:
Annual outage minutes per LAN card
= 1/100,000 x 525,600 min/yr
= 5.3 min/yr
Thus, for an individual LAN card, there is
an expected annual outage time of about five
minutes.
Based on user data, about 20 percent of LANcard failures are babbling-node (propagating)
failures. Thus, approximately one minute of
annual LAN-card outage time is for babblingnode failures (row 3 in Table 6) and four minutes are for nonpropagating failures (rows 1
and 2).
On average, each LAN card in a hub can
support 10 clients. Since there are 1000 clients
in the representative client/server environment,
there are I 00 client cards in hubs on the LAN.
Total annual outage minutes (column 4 in
Table 6) is 4 x I 00, or 400 minutes. Finally, since
10 clients are affected by each nonpropagating
client LAN-card failure, 400 x 10, or 4,000 annual
user outage minutes are due to hub client LANcard failures.
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Results from the Model

Figure 3

Statistics in this and the following sections
result from applying the predictive model to
the representative client/server environment. 2
Unless otherwise specified, server data is for
non-fault-tolerant servers. Table 7 provides
summary statistics.
As Table 7 shows, the model predicts a total
of 12,031,800 annual user outage minutes in the
representative client/server environment. With
1,000 clients, there are approximately 12,000
annual outage minutes, or 200 hours of annual
outage time, per client. This is equivalent to
97.7 percent user availability. This level of user
availability is in accord with availability figures
from other sources (see Wood, 1994). Table 7
shows that unplanned outages account for
approximately 68 percent of total outage time
and planned outages (reconfiguration) account
for approximately 32 percent of total outage
time. These figures are also similar to other
availability findings.
Figure 3 shows the proportion of total outage
time attributable to client, server, and network
outages, and to operations or environmental outages not specific to a single type of equipment.
An example of a nonspecific outage is a power
failure (environmental outage) that causes all
equipment in a building to shut down. The most
significant finding is that server outages account
for almost two-thirds of all user outage minutes.
Another significant finding, in view of the common perception that the LAN is always to blame
for outages, is that network outages only account
for about 10 percent of total user outage minutes.
Figure 4 shows the percentage of annual user
outage minutes attributable to each outage category defined in Table 2. Each category is subdivided into outage percentages for server, client,
network, and all. In the figure, "All" refers to
events such as power failures or building moves
that affect all types of equipment.
Note that design outages account for 39 percent of user outage minutes, reconfiguration
outages account for 32 percent, and physical
outages account for only about 11 percent of
all outage minutes. Thus, although users typically perceive outages as hardware failures,
applying the predictive model to the representative client/server environment shows hardware
outages to play a relatively minor role compared

Figure 3.
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to other outage categories. This is the case even
though the data does not include fault-tolerant
servers or other fault-tolerant components.
Reducing outage times by adding fault-tolerant
components is described in Part 2.

Figure 4.

User outage minutes hy
outage category.

'Wood I 1994) shows the derivation of annual outage minutes for each of
the outage causes listed in Table 4.
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Part 2: Improving Availability in a
Client/Server Environment
Client/server availability can be improved by
■ Decreasing the frequency of outages (increasing the time between outages).
■ Decreasing the duration of outages (decreasing detection, repair, and recovery times).
■ Decreasing the number of users affected by
an outage.

It is not possible to simply "throw hardware"
at the problem. For example, if the number
of client LAN cards is doubled without adding
fault tolerance, so that the number of users
affected by a LAN card failure is cut in half, the
expected number of LAN card failures doubles,
because there are now twice as many cards.
Therefore, the net effect of doubling the LAN
cards is zero. There are, however, a number of
other approaches to improving availability, as
described in the following sections.
Improved availability provides a savings in
user downtime, but may also involve a certain
cost, such as the expense of providing an uninterruptible power supply. The predictive model
and representative client/server environment
can show how much a specific enhancement or
new feature is likely to reduce user outage time.
The overall cost savings from an outage reduction will vary from site to site. In evaluating
methods for improving availability, sites need
to carry out their own analyses of costs and
benefits.

Operational Improvements
Operations errors such as improper installation
of hardware or software, incorrectly entering
network addresses, and accidentally or incorrectly halting system or user processes account
for just over 14 percent of user outage minutes.
Although users other than operations personnel
frequently contribute to such outages, improving the effectiveness of operations staff would
significantly reduce outage times.
As a useful start toward improving availability, whenever there is an outage, operations can
attempt to identify its cause, time its duration,
calculate user outage minutes, and record the
information in a log. The logged information
can then be used in setting priorities and planning ways of minimizing outage times.

Improved Training and Tools. In the course of
researching client/server availability, there were
many discussions with operations personnel.
Operations staff members felt that with improved
training and tools they could more quickly detect
problems and their causes, make repairs, and
carry out recovery procedures. Since there is no
data on the subject, it is difficult to predict the
number of user outage minutes that might be
saved through improved training or tools.
However, if better training and tools could
reduce the average duration of outages by I 0
percent, this would be equivalent to a 10 percent reduction in total outage times, a savings
of over 1,200,000 annual user outage minutes.
An interesting and important finding from
the model is that propagating failures account
for over a third of user outage minutes. If an
operations staff could be trained in ways to find
and localize the effects of a fault, it might be
able to significantly reduce user outage times
due to propagating failures. For example, if
operations personnel can quickly determine the
source of a babbling node or broadcast storm,
they can temporarily remove it from the network and prevent the outage from affecting
large numbers of other nodes. 3
>Tool" thal allow an operator to view network performance significantly
improve the operator's ahility to troubleshoot network problems. An
example of such a tool is the Ungermann-BassiE NetDirector® product.
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Testing to Ensure Successful Restarts After an
Outage. Equipment recovery problems following an outage often increase the outage time.
Approximately 2.5 percent (300,000 minutes)
of user outage time in the representative
client/server environment is directly attributable
to equipment that does not reset properly following a power outage. Advance power-cycle testing of equipment to make sure it will restart
after an outage can help to reduce outage durations. Restarting after recovery from other kinds
of outages can also be a problem. One way to
reduce such outages is to test systems in advance
using simulated failure conditions. Often this
can be done by testing a few components offiine
without affecting normal operations.
Improved Cable Layout and Problem Tracing.
Cabling is a frequent source of problems in a
client/server environment. About I percent of
user outage minutes in the representative LAN
are directly attributable to cable problems caused
by operations personnel, such as accidently disconnecting power cords. However, other problems may be created by the difficulty of tracing
cables through the spaghetti that often exists in
LAN closets. In many cases, improving cable
layout would make it possible for operators to
trace problems more quickly and thus reduce
recovery times. Improving cable layout may
require expenditures for added hubs or other
hardware and for additional personnel to trace
and mark cables and possibly redo the existing
cable layout.

Adding Fault-Tolerant Components
Adding fault-tolerant components to the representative LAN could reduce user outage times
by as much as 70 percent. Maximum fault tolerance would require fault-tolerant servers, faulttolerant clients, fault-tolerant client and server
LAN connections, and a fault-tolerant LAN.

can provide a major reduction in user outage
times. Outage data for Tandemw fault-tolerant
servers has been gathered since 1992. Based on
this data, if all servers in the representative
client/server environment were fault-tolerant,
server outage times would be reduced by a factor of six and total annual user outage times
would be cut in half, dropping from over 12
million minutes to under 5.5 million minutes.
The improvement in user outage times provided by fault-tolerant servers can be understood by referring to Figure 4, which shows the
proportion of server outages in each of the basic
outage categories. Fault-tolerant servers almost
entirely eliminate physical server outages
because of the redundancy they provide. Their
software fault tolerance significantly reduces
server design outages, since most design bugs
are transient and cause a failure in only a single
process or processor. Operations outages are
reduced because stopping a single process or
processor, whether by mistake or for purposes
of testing, does not cause a system outage. In
addition, the ability to reconfigure Tandem
servers online can considerably reduce reconfiguration outage times.

Fault-Tolerant LAN Connections. Fault-tolerant
server-to-LAN and client-to-LAN connections
can reduce user outage times by approximately
3 percent, or 362,000 minutes in the representative LAN.
A fault-tolerant server-to-LAN connection
effectively eliminates user outage minutes due
to LAN card failures in the server and in the hub
or other server-to-network connection point. In
the representative client/server environment,
fault-tolerant server-to-LAN connections would
result in a savings of 90,000 user outage minutes
per year.

Fault-Tolerant Servers. The model showed nonfault-tolerant servers to be the primary source
of client/server outages, accounting for almost
two-thirds of lost user time in the representative
client/server environment. Fault-tolerant servers
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Figure 5.

Types of client/server LAN
co1111ections.

Figure 5
(a) LAN connections
without fault tolerance

(b) Fault-tolerant LAN connections
and fault-tolerant server

(c) Fault-tolerant LAN with
fault-tolerant server and client

Server

Fault-tolerant server

Fault-tolerant server

Fault-tolerant
server-LAN
connection

Faulttolerant
LAN

Fault-tolerant
client-LAN
connection

Client

In a fault-tolerant client-to-LAN connection,
dual-ported or redundant LAN cards in clients
can take advantage of redundant paths through
the network. This eliminates outage minutes
due to LAN-card failures in the client and in the
server-to-client connection. Fault-tolerant
client-to-LAN connections can be an inexpensive alternative to using fault-tolerant PCs or

client workstations. In the representative
client/server environment, fault-tolerant clientto-LAN connections would result in a savings
of 272,000 user outage minutes per year. 4
Figure 5a shows a client/server configuration
with no fault-tolerant components. Figure Sb
shows a configuration with fault-tolerant
servers and fault-tolerant LAN connections.

•Recently announced Tandem and Ungermann-Bass NonStop'" Access for
Networking products provide the hardware and software necessary for
fault-tolerant server-to-LAN and client-to-LAN connections.
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Fault-Tolerant LAN. The most effective way to
reduce network outages is to make a LAN faulttolerant. This will almost completely eliminate
user outage times due to the failure of network
equipment and network reconfigurations. In
addition, it can greatly reduce outage times
resulting from propagating failures such as
broadcast storms and babbling nodes. Implementing a fault-tolerant LAN requires that there
be ( 1) multiple, independent paths between all
clients and servers and (2) software that can
automatically detect the loss of a server-toclient connection and switch to an alternative
path without user intervention. 5 If the representative LAN were fault tolerant, it would save
I, 197,000 user outage minutes, almost 10 percent of total user outage minutes throughout
the LAN. Figure Sc shows a fault-tolerant LAN
configuration.
Fault-Tolerant Clients. Fault-tolerant clients can
protect against most client hardware failures,
including disk and power failures. Adding
fault-tolerant clients to the representative
client/server environment would save 388,000
user outage minutes. 6
Currently, fault-tolerant clients are not designed to protect against software failures or
to allow online reconfiguration. Because faulttolerant clients are expensive, a reasonable alternative is to have extra clients available in a hot
standby mode.

Reestablishing Interrupted Client Sessions
The most common client failure mode is a transient error in the client, network, or server that
forces the user to reboot or restart an application. By itself, this generally takes at most a few
minutes, but the user then has to reestablish the
session and ascertain the status of any outstanding transactions. If the client lacks information
about the interrupted session, reestablishing the
session can take several minutes. Once the session is reestablished, the client must determine
the status of transactions that were in process
when the session was disrupted .

If both client and server maintain a transaction log and other information necessary for
reestablishing a client session, downtime can be
reduced significantly. Once the client reboots
and logs in, the server can reestablish the session, provide the status of client transactions,
and resume processing for the client. Such measures can reduce user outage times by 2.4 percent, or 292,000 minutes in the representative
client/server environment.

Uninterruptable Power Supplies
Environmental outages are dominated by commercial power failures. The simplest way to
protect against such outages is to provide uninterruptable power supplies (UPSs) and to improve
site power filtering and conditioning where possible. Introducing UPSs into the representative
client/server environment could reduce user
outages by 389,000 minutes, a 3 percent reduction in total user outage minutes. A problem
introduced by client/server computing is that
site consolidation makes it easier to protect
against power outages, but the nature of
client/server environments tends toward site
expansion.

Online Reconfiguration for System Moves
The model predicts about 777,000 user outage
minutes for the representative client/server
environment due to massive reconfigurations
such as system moves. A fault-tolerant server,
network, and client architecture can help reduce
this downtime if it can be configured as two
independent client/server systems. Conceptually, this allows half the client/server hardware to
be moved to a new site while the other half continues to run the application. The hardware at the
new site can then be configured to run required
applications while the remaining equipment is
moved. This could provide a 7 percent reduction
in total user outage minutes.

.'iRecently announced Tandem and Ungermann-Bass NonStop Access for
Networking products include the hardware and software necessary for a
fault-tolerant LAN.
0

Here and in Table 8. data for fault-tolerant clients is based on faulttolerant PCs.
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Table 8.
Methods for reducing user outage minutes.

Feature

Minutes
saved
(in 1000s)*

Percent of
total outage
time**

Comments

Fault-tolerant Tandem servers

6,542

54.4%

Based on Tandem data

Fault-tolerant server-LAN connections

90

0.7%

Reduces server-LAN card outages by 90%, babbling node by
50%. Reduces hub-card and router-card failures by 15%.

Fault-tolerant client-LAN connections

272

2.3%

Reduces client and network LAN-card failures by 50%, and
babbling node outages by 50%.

1,197

9.9%

Reduces most network failure modes by 90-99%, router
algorithm conflicts by 75%, broadcast errors by 50%, operalions cable accidents by 90%, operations testing by 50%.

Fault-tolerant clients (PCs)

388

3.2%

Reduces client (PC) hardware outages by 95%.

Reestablish interrupted client session

292

2.4%

Reduces client OS and application outage times by 75%
through faster recoveries.

Uninterruptable power supplies

389

3.2%

Reduces power outages by 90%.

Online reconfiguration for system moves

777

6.5%

Reduces user outage time due to system moves by 90%.

Fault-tolerant LAN

' Number of user outage minutes saved by the feature, based on a total of 12,032,000 user outage minutes for the representative LAN.
" Reduction in total user outage minutes, expressed as a percentage.

Summary of Methods for Improving
Availability
With the exception of operational improvements,
Table 8 lists each of the methods for improving
client/server availability and its potential effect
on user outage minutes. In each case, the savings in user outage time provided by a feature
should be weighed against the possible cost of
implementing the feature. Operational improvements are not included in the table because they
are not associated with specific reductions in
user outage times.
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Conclusion
The most useful way to evaluate client/server
availability is in terms of user outage times.
Using outage data from a number of independent sources, a predictive model of client/server
availability generated statistics on annual user
outage minutes for a representative client/server
environment. Outages were categorized as
physical, design, operations, environmental, or
reconfiguration. Results were presented by
equipment type and outage category.
The major finding concerning equipment
type was that non-fault-tolerant servers accounted
for almost two-thirds of all user outage minutes
in the representative client/server environment.
Based on data for Tandem servers, it was found
that fault-tolerant servers could reduce server
outages by a factor of six and cut total user outage times in half. The findings for outage categories showed that design outages and planned
(reconfiguration) outages accounted for the great
majority of user outage minutes. Design outages
were responsible for 39 percent of user outage
minutes, reconfiguration outages were responsible for 32 percent of user outage minutes.
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A number of approaches to increasing
client/server availability were presented. These
included operational improvements, the use of
fault-tolerant servers and fault-tolerant LAN
connections, uninterruptable power supplies,
and the reestablishment of client sessions following a temporary break.
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F E A T U R E

Automating Call Centers With CAM

any call centers are
turning to automation
to improve productivity, profitability, and
customer service. (A
call center is any business center that handles
the majority of its work over the phone. A good
example is an airline reservation center.)
To automate a call center, however, one must
have intimate knowledge of the telephone switch
and the protocol it uses to communicate with the
computer. Making the transition from the traditional call center to an automated call center can
be costly and time-consuming.
The Tandem™ Call Applications Manager
(CAM) software provides computer-telephone
integration (CTI), linking applications on
Tandem NonStop™ systems with telephone
switches. CAM reduces the time it takes to integrate existing call center applications, or write
new ones, through its simplified application program interface (API). This switch-independent
API command set allows users to tailor their
application's architecture to meet their specific
needs. Users can focus on the application instead
of worrying about CTI protocol and how to
manage it.
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This article discusses the role CAM plays in
an automated call center. It includes two scenarios that describe how CAM interacts with
an application to handle incoming calls. It then
explains the basic call center functions provided
by CAM and the features and benefits CAM
offers to programmers developing call center
applications. Finally, the article explores the
architectural choices developers can make when
building call center applications with CAM.

Benefits of Using CAM
In a traditional call center, the telephone agent
receives a call and then has to use the terminal
keyboard to retrieve information related to the
customer's call. This can take many seconds.
CAM can automatically retrieve a caller's phone
number from the telephone switch and pass it to
the application. By using CAM, a call center
application can deliver information about a customer to an agent's terminal screen at the same
instant the agent receives the customer's phone
call. If a customer requires special information
or service, CAM can route the call, along with
the accompanying account information, to a
second agent.
CAM also supports integrated voice response
(IVR) applications, which use recorded or automated voice response units (VRUs) to offer the
caller a menu of services. An IVR application
can use CAM to route calls from the recorded
voice menu to a live agent. Moreover, an application using CAM can automatically make outbound calls for agents, which helps agents work
productively when they are not receiving
incoming calls.
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Scenario 1: A Customer Requests Two Services From a Call Center
In this scenario, a bank's automated call center provides two different services for a customer. The customer owns a small business and uses this bank for
all his business needs.
l. The customer phones the bank's call center from
his business and gets connected to the first available agent in the general customer representative
group (Agent A). The switch also notifies CAM
of the call just sent to Agent A. This message contains, among other information, the customer's
phone number, provided by automatic number
identification (ANI).
2. CAM passes this information to the application,
which uses the ANI to find the customer's account
information and display it on Agent A's terminal
screen at the same time that Agent A answers the
phone.
3. The customer asks Agent A some questions about
deposits he made last week. Agent A can help him
right away because the customer's account information is already on the terminal screen.
4. The customer then asks about a new business loan
advertised by the bank. Loans being a specialty
item, Agent A uses the terminal keyboard to transfer the customer to the loan department.
5. The application sends a transfer-request message
to CAM, together with a data buffer that contains
the customer's account information and his request
for information about the business loan.
6. CAM saves the transfer buffer and sends the transfer request to the switch.
7. The switch sends the call to an agent in the loan
department (Agent B) and also notifies CAM of the
call transfer.

Thus, CAM makes it possible for a call center to provide enhanced services to customers.
CAM also helps reduce the cost of maintaining
a call center. The two scenarios on the following pages show how an automated call center
using CAM produces both tangible savings and
other benefits.
Many call centers pay for incoming calls by
offering 800-number services. By displaying
customer information automatically, the call
center application can save the agent many
valuable seconds. With the account information
already on the screen, the agent can dispense
with basic questions and serve the customer
promptly and efficiently.
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8. CAM determines that the call offered to Agent B
is a transfer call from Agent A. CAM attaches the
original data buffer and passes it to the application
used by Agent B.
9. The application displays the customer's account
information and a history of the previous transactions on Agent B's terminal screen. Agent B can
now speak to the customer knowing who he is,
what has just transpired, and that he wants information about the new business loan.

Customer

Agent A
(Customer rep group)

Agent B
(Loan group)

More time is saved when a call is transferred
to another agent. The second agent immediately
knows what conversation took place with the
previous agent and what the customer wants.
These time savings translate into dollar savings
in the phone bill. Moreover, fewer agents can
handle more phone calls, and the agents can
provide more personable service when they
have immediate access to customer information.
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Scenario 2: An Automated Call Center Using a Voice Response Unit
In this scenario, a bank's automated call center uses
a voice response unit (VRU) to take incoming calls.
The customer calls in and has a dialog with a VRU.
The VRU collects information from the customer and
transfers the call to a live agent, who offers further
help.
I. The customer phones the call center and gets connected to the VRU. The switch notifies CAM that
a call has been sent to the VRU. CAM then passes
the information to the application.
2. The customer and the VRU have a dialog. The customer obtains her account balance from the VRU
after entering her account number and personal
identification number (PIN).
After completing this transaction, the customer
asks to speak to a customer representative. She
wants information about a home equity loan.
3. The application controlling the VRU sends a request
to CAM to transfer the call to the loan department.
The data buffer attached to the transfer request contains information about the customer's account and
the transaction that just took place.
4. As in Scenario 1, CAM sends the transfer request
to the switch, which transfers the call to Agent B
in the loan department and notifies CAM. CAM
sends the accompanying information to the application used by Agent B, which displays it on
Agent B's terminal screen.

Automated Call Centers Using CAM
An automated call center integrates the telephone (switch) and the terminal screen (host
computer) through the CTI link. Automation
allows the agent to manipulate telephone functions from the terminal keyboard as well as
receive detailed call information passed from
the switch.
CAM is an application software product that
provides the link between the telephone switch
receiving calls and the application that manipulates customer information related to those calls.
In particular, CAM performs the following
functions:
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Customer

Agent A's
phone and terminal

By the time the call is transferred, Agent B knows
who the customer is and is ready to discuss the home
equity loan with her.

■

Maintains the communication link to the
switch.
■ Facilitates the transfer of data or sessions
screens to other agents.
■ Routes messages to the appropriate application processes.
■ Provides access to switch-specific features
such as logging an agent in and out and making
an agent's phone available or unavailable.
■ Handles the application protocols of different
switches.
■ Converts messages from different switches to
a common format.
■ Supports interfaces to the Tandem NonStop
Kernel operating system and the Tandem
Pathway transaction processing environment.
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The CTI protocol allows the switch to pass
call information such as the calling and dialed
numbers to CAM. CAM selects the appropriate
application program for handling the call and
passes on the information. The application
obtains additional data required to handle the
call and sends it to the agent's terminal screen.
The application can use Pathway software to
access, format, and deliver data to an agent's
terminal screen. One can also use a client application on an agent's workstation to deliver
screen data. Figure 1 shows a diagram of an
automated call center using CAM.

Figure 1

Using Phone Numbers to Customize Call
Processing
When a switch connects an incoming call, the
call center application uses the information
received from CAM to customize call processing. If the telephone network provides automatic
number identification (ANI) or calling line identification (CLID), CAM relays the calling number to the application, so caller-specific data
can be retrieved from the application database
and custom scripts delivered to the agent.
CAM can also obtain the number dialed by
the caller through the Dialed Number Information Service (DNIS), provided by the telephone
network. CAM passes this number to the application, which can use it to identify the nature of
the call and handle the call accordingly. Using
the DNIS, the application not only delivers the
call to the appropriate agent group, but also displays an appropriate menu on the agent's terminal screen.
The application can also use DNIS information to allow a single agent to handle multiple
functions independently and efficiently. The
application can deliver different functional
screens to the agent's terminal, based on the
DNIS number. As a result, the agent instantly
knows which service the customer wants and
greets the customer appropriately.
To help monitor call center activity, CAM
identifies and tracks all calls. CAM informs the
relevant application when each call is connected,
transferred, disconnected, or abandoned. In addition, telemarketing functions can be enhanced
with the make-call feature that can be invoked
from the terminal keyboard. The host-enhanced
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call routing feature also allows the application
to dynamically control to which agent the call
should be offered.

Figure 1.

An automated call center
using CAM.

IVR Applications
IVR applications can use CAM to perform all

the same functions as applications that support
live agents. CAM notifies IVR applications of
call status events and allows the applications to
control switch functions. Synchronized delivery of voice calls and call data over the CTI
link offers IVR applications enhanced flexibility in call control. For example, an application
can customize call handling for different callers
or dialed numbers, allowing the VRU to respond
to a call in a specific language, with a special
script, or using customized processing logic.
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Coordinated Voice and VRU Data Transfer
The application must coordinate voice and data
transfer when a call is screened by a VRU before
being transferred to an agent, or when a live
agent must escalate a call to a supervisor or
transfer it to another agent in a different department. For customer satisfaction and agent efficiency, a voice-VRU coordinated application
should provide to the receiving agent the data
already obtained from the caller (either by a
VRU or by an agent).
When a call is transferred from a VRU to an
agent, CAM coordinates with the IVR application and the switch to ensure that all data is
routed to the application controlling the agent's
terminal. If the call is transferred to a second or
third location, CAM ensures that all collected
data accompanies the call by directing it to the
appropriate application delivering data to the
receiving agents. Thus, the agent answering a
transferred call has the necessary background
information to go to work immediately. Agents
don't waste time collecting the same information again, and caller problems or requests are
resolved faster.

Host-Enhanced Routing
With CAM, a call center application on the
Tandem system can help select the appropriate
destination for incoming calls. CAM then passes
routing commands to the switch.
Before an incoming call is connected by the
switch, CAM provides information about the
call to the application, which can determine
where to route the call. This determination can
be based on the characteristics of available
agents and information provided with the call.
As well as making call routing more efficient,
this feature allows the application to customize
routing for specific callers such as those with
special language needs or those requiring priority handling.

Automated Outbound Dialing
Through CAM, a call center application can
make outbound phone calls automatically. By
using CAM, the application can ask the switch
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to place a call to an internal or external location. CAM gives the application access to other
outbound functions such as speed dialing or
preview dialing that enhance agent productivity
and eliminate dialing errors. In addition, the
application can track successful calls and save
abandoned or incomplete calls so that agents
can automatically call back the unreached customers during less busy hours. Agents can
make calls by selecting items from a menu;
they don't have to dial the numbers manually.

Automated Control of Agent Status
CAM offers agents a single point of access to
automated call center functions. Agents can log
into or out of the switch through the terminal
keyboard. Without using the telephone set, they
can automatically make themselves unavailable
for call connection after they terminate a call.
This simplifies agent activity and reduces errors,
while providing time for activities such as wrapping up a call. Agents can thus be more effecti ve; there is no risk of getting an incoming call
during call wrap-up. Moreover, agents can
choose to be made available automatically
when the application determines that they are
ready to take a new call.

Application Development Features
CAM offers several benefits for call center application developers. By maintaining the CTI link
and handling session-management functions
(such as logging into the switch to request the
use of CTI services and registering agents),
CAM simplifies the application and allows
developers to concentrate on the call handling.
CAM translates call information received over
the CTI link into a simpler and more uniform
format, presenting the formatted information to
the application. Developers can also choose to
request the call-related information in its raw
format to get any information they wish.
In addition to supporting ease of development, the CAM API supports switch independence. By allowing a single application to
communicate with multiple telephone switches,
CAM can increase the flexibility of the application and further reduce development costs.
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Application Design

Figure 2

Applications using CAM can be written as multiple programs. Developers can write each
application function as a separate program that
can tell CAM to deliver the appropriate messages to it. For example, Process A can handle
enhanced routing functions, while Process B
handles status events. One can even separate
the general call handling by agent groups that
handle different functions. Thus, a separate
process would manage each agent group. (See
Figure 2.)
CAM determines where to deliver specific
messages by means of entries in the Directory
Number (DN) file. (Developers must provide
these entries.) CAM uses the DN file to determine where to send route-request messages,
status events, and call information for every
agent. Developers can choose whether to use
a single program or multiple programs in their
application design.

Figure 2.

A call center application
consisting of multiple
programs.

Call center application

Message-Based Interface
To promote ease of development, the CAM API
is a message-based interface with fixed-length
messages and common fields in the same location for all messages. For example, every message begins with the message type, message
length, and return-code fields. All switchspecific parameters are located at the end of
the message. The API uses fixed-length messages to make writing Pathway applications
simpler and more efficient. By having common
fixed-length messages, the Pathway application
can allocate a single buffer for its receive buffer
instead of multiple buffers for the differentsized messages.
The API provides an optional user header
and CAM identifier to reduce the need to change
an existing application. The user header gives
developers some flexibility in integrating CAM
into an existing application. The user header
allows the application to identify the CAM message type by using the preexisting methods,
which look for the message type in a particular
offset from the beginning of the message. Similarly, the optional CAM identifier gives developers an easy way to distinguish between CAM
messages and messages from another program.

Table 1.
Switches supported

by CAM.

Manufacturer

Switch

Aspect

CallCenter ACD

ApplicationBridge

AT&T

Definity G3

CallVisor ASAI

CTI link

Ericsson

MD110

Application Link

Northern Telecom

Meridian 1

Meridian Link

Northern Telecom

DMS100

Compucall

Northern Telecom

SL100

SL100 Meridian SCAI

Rolm

9751

CallBridge CSTA

Siemens

Hicom 300

CallBridge AGL

Switch Independence
The CAM API is a switch-independent command
set. CAM currently supports seven different
switches, each of which behaves differently in
many ways. CAM hides most of these ~ifferences from the application, which provides several advantages for writing an application. Some
call centers have multiple telephone switches,
which may come from different manufacturers.
With the common interface provided by CAM,
users can change to a different switch without
having to change the application. Table 1 lists
the switches supported by CAM.
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Figure 3.

Three uses of the CAMIDF
feature. a) CAMIDF used
as a switch simulator.
b) CAM/DF used as an
application simulator.
c) CAM/DF supplementing
some functions of the
application.

Figure 3
(a)

(b)

The Tandem Alliance partners that write call
center applications can benefit especially from
the switch-independent command set, since
they have to write applications that communicate
with all the switches. Using CAM will reduce
costs for the Alliance partners; they can pass
on some of these savings to Tandem users in
the form of simpler and quicker application
development.

Development Tools
The CAM product comes with a development
tool kit, the CAM Development Facility
(CAM/DF), which helps speed up application
development time. CAM/DF contains a switch
simulator and an application simulator. As a
switch simulator, CAM/DF gives programmers
the flexibility of developing the application
without having a switch. The switch simulator
reduces the complexities that arise from dealing with the details of the real switch and isolates the effort of integrating CAM with the
application.
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(c)

Conversely, one can use the CAM/DF application simulator to integrate CAM with the
switch before introducing the application. The
application simulator can coexist with the call
center application during its development
phase. The application simulator can monitor
and handle some functions, while the call center
application performs other functions. As programmers continue to develop the application,
they can gradually eliminate the dependence on
the CAM/DF. Figure 3 illustrates the uses of the
CAM/DF.

Call Center Architecture
With CAM, one can design an automated call
center in many ways. Some call centers have a
VRU that can take incoming calls, collect information such as account numbers, and provide
for the transfer of calls to live agents. The application program logic can automatically transfer
a call from the VRU to an agent; the application
tells CAM to transfer the call. Furthermore, the
application can pass any collected data to the
destination agent by attaching the data to the
transfer-request message, which the application
sends to CAM to initiate the transfer.
Another option is to use a switch that has a
built-in, integrated VRU instead of using a VRU
provided by a third party. This architecture has
the advantage of using a single communication
interface to the switch. Architectures that have
separate VRUs need two communication interfaces, one for the CTI link and a separate one
for the VRU. Having a single interface can simplify the design of the application.
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Regardless of the architecture and the switch
type one chooses, one needs to make only minimal changes to an existing application, since the
CAM API is virtually the same for all switches.
The only code one must change is the processing of the switch-specific data fields in certain
messages.
Furthermore, using the CAM routing feature,
one can move into the application many callrouting functions traditionally made by the
switch. The advantage is that the application
can dynamically control call routing.
Assume, for example, that a home-shopping
call center has a promotional sale item and customers are asked to call a certain phone number
to order the item. One can configure the application to route all the phone calls to this number to a particular group of agents who have
been alerted to the sale. When another sales
item is advertised with another phone number,
one can configure the application to send those
calls to another group of agents. The application can easily handle these dynamic changes in
the call center. However, if the switch were to
handle the call routing rather than the application, the routing changes would require more
time to configure, and there would be downtime
for the phones affected by these changes.

Benefits of Automating
a Call Center With
Tandem Computers
Telephone switches generally
have been built to be reliable,
with minimal down time. However, it does no good to have
the telephones working if agents
can't access the information in
the computer because of a computer failure. Tandem's NonStop
computers and software environment complement the reliability
of the telephone switches by providing continuous availability and
data integrity. Thus, Tandem systems are ideally suited for call
center applications.

Third-Party Solutions
Tandem has partnerships, through its
Alliance programs, with several companies that write call center application
software. Different Alliance partners
focus on addressing different call center
needs. For example, some partners specialize in interacting with a VRU. Other
partners specialize in telephone delivery system software, which provides
solutions for customer service, automated sales support, and account management. By forming these partnerships,
Tandem can provide a total business
solution to a call center's requirements.
For information about Tandem partners who provide call center solutions,
refer to the Tandem Alliance 1994
Solutions & Services Directory (1993),
or its most current version.

Thus, CAM can make it possible for a call
center application to provide enhanced services
to customers. In addition, CAM reduces the time
it takes to handle each call, which allows fewer
agents to serve the same number of customers
and thus substantially lowers the cost of running a call center.
Reference
Tandem Alliance 1994 Solutions & Services Directory. 1993.
Tandem Computers Incorporated. Part no. 102324.

Conclusion
By providing a simple, uniform API command
set that handles computer-telephone integration
(CTI), CAM can speed up the development of
call center applications, thereby reducing the
cost of automating a call center. With CAM,
users can choose a variety of call center architectures that incorporate features such as VRUs,
call routing dynamically controlled by the application, and the simultaneous delivery (or transfer) of customer information with the customer's
phone call. CAM also provides switch independence, giving the application flexibility when it
comes to choosing, adding, or changing telephone switches.
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William Choi is the project leader of the CAM development group
and was one of two initial developers of the CAM software. William
joined Tandem in 1989 and worked on the Integrated Services
Digital Network (ISDN) project before starting on CAM.
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The Tandem Journal became the Tandem Systems Review in February 1985. Four issues of the
Tandem Journal were published:
Volume 1, No. 1
Volume 2, No. 1

Fall 1983
Winter 1984

Volume 2, No. 2
Volume 2, No. 3

Spring 1984
Summer 1984

As of this issue, 25 issues of the Tandem Systems Review have been published:
Volume 1, No.
Volume 1, No.
Volume 2, No.
Volume 2, No.
Volume 2, No.
Volume 3, No.
Volume 3, No.
Volume 4, No.
Volume 4, No.
Volume 4, No.

1
2
1
2
3
1
2
I
2
3

Feb. 1985
June 1985
Feb. 1986
June 1986
Dec. 1986
March 1987
Aug. 1987
Feb. 1988
July 1988
Oct. 1988

Volume 5, No.
Volume 5, No.
Volume 6, No.
Volume 6, No.
Volume 7, No.
Volume 7, No.
Volume 8, No.
Volume 8, No.
Volume 8, No.
Volume 9, No.

1
2
1
2
1
2
I
2
3
1

April 1989
Sept. 1989
March 1990
Oct. 1990
April 1991
Oct. 1991
Spring 1992
Summer 1992
Fall 1992
Winter 1993

Volume 9, No. 2 Spring 1993
Volume 9, No. 3 Summer 1993
Volume 9, No. 4 Fall 1993
Volume 10, No. 1 Jan. 1994
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The articles published in all 29 issues are arranged by subject below. (Tandem Journal is abbreviated as TJ and
Tandem Systems Review as TSR.) A second index, arranged by product, is also provided.
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